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ABSTRACT 
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Title: Towards a Feminist Funny: Exploring Myth, Power and 

Postfeminism in the Work of Chelsea Handler 
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Chelsea Handler is a comedian and host of the TV show Chelsea Lately. She has 

been successful in the late night comedy talk show genre to a degree that no woman has 

before. While she represents the most significant advancement for women in the genre, 

she also plays to patriarchal themes in order to maintain her foothold. In my thesis, I 

locate Handler within the history of women‟s stand-up comedy, analyzing her appeal via 

the figure of “The Unruly Woman” and other image types. I apply a mythic analysis as I 

look for Handler‟s manifestation of mythic types, including archetypal Goddess 

representations. I analyze her treatment of violence against women, exploring how 

Handler approaches these themes in ways that allow her into the “old boys club.” I use 

textual and audience analysis to assess Handler‟s ability to be a transformative and 

empowering figure for women in comedy and beyond.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Appearing onscreen for her nightly monologue at the beginning of her show 

Chelsea Lately in a tight, revealing black tube top, Chelsea Handler announces that she is 

“outraged that anyone is outraged” by pop singer Katy Perry‟s appearance on Sesame 

Street (E! 2010). Perry, who wore a dress on the show that emphasized her breasts while 

not overexposing them, was chastised by parents for her choice of wardrobe. One parent 

reportedly lamented “Now my kid wants milk,” which, while sounding like a joke in 

itself, still seems to participate in the silencing of women‟s sexuality and objecting to the 

exposure of women‟s bodies in what may be liberating ways. Handler, disgusted by what 

she decidedly deemed a prudish response, says “I hope your kid‟s not watching this 

show, because he‟s going to want milk,” and as she pulls down her tube top, showing off 

her bra and shaking her breasts, yells “…and cookies! Tickle me, Elmo! Tickle me!” 

This is typical fare on Chelsea Lately, the highly successful late night talk show 

that Handler has hosted in its current incarnation on the E! network since 2007. Every 

Monday through Thursday at 11 p.m., Handler begins her show by delivering a 

monologue to her live audience, largely comprised of young women. This is followed by 

two segments of roundtable discussion on the day‟s wacky news topics and pop culture 

buzz, as she is joined by three fellow comedians and her sidekick Chuy, a Mexican 

dwarf. The occasional pre-taped skit is thrown in, starring a cast of comedians, writers 
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and other staffers who are all quickly becoming successful in their own right. The half-

hour typically concludes with a celebrity interview, followed by Handler‟s closing 

punchline.  

Handler started as an actress and stand-up comedian, performing in skits on the 

prank show Girls Behaving Badly (Oxygen) and as a correspondent on The Tonight Show 

with Jay Leno (NBC) before getting her own show, The Chelsea Handler Show (E!), 

followed by Chelsea Lately. She is now a nationally and internationally touring 

comedian, three-time New York Times best-selling author and owner of Borderline 

Amazing Productions, which produces her shows and tours. A spin-off of Chelsea Lately 

called After Lately began airing in March 2011 and features semi-scripted scenarios from 

behind the scenes at the show‟s E! offices. A fourth book, Lies That Chelsea Handler 

Told Me, was released in May 2011, and a sitcom based on her book Are You There 

Vodka? It’s Me, Chelsea is also in the works. Handler made the list of candidates for 

Time magazine‟s most influential person of 2010, was listed as one of Forbes most 

powerful women, and was the first woman in 16 years to host the MTV Video Music 

Awards in September 2010. Her comedy empire is estimated to be worth $19 million 

(Rose).   

However, what Handler is most well known for—and what distinguishes her from 

other female comedians—is that she is one of few women to have ever hosted a late-night 

talk show and has become the most successful woman in the still male-dominated late-

night genre. According to blogger Linda Lowen, the only time a woman has ever hosted 

her own late night show on a major network was in 1986, when Joan Rivers was given a 
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brief go at it. Lowen writes: “We have male hosts, male sidekicks, male bandleaders, 

male announcers. It‟s a good ol‟ boys network—no, make that three networks—

completely free of female faces, and it‟s been this way for years.” Handler and the other 

women who have hosted late night shows (including Wanda Sykes and Mo‟Nique) have 

either appeared on cable networks or in marginalized time slots and therefore carry a 

smaller audience. Sykes‟ show aired on Saturday nights on Fox, while Mo‟Nique‟s 

program aired on BET. As two Black women, Sykes and Mo‟Nique‟s positions are part 

of a longstanding pattern of such marginalization in television of African Americans. 

Handler‟s show and other ventures that bolster its popularity have led her to be in 

a truly unique position within the history of women‟s and late night comedy. Presenting 

herself as the outrageous, shameless, proudly sexual and vulgar boss on her show, 

Handler largely defies traditional media representations of white femininity; that is, the 

traditionally docile, submissive version of femininity that is commonly upheld for women 

in Hollywood. Her image on- and off-screen as bawdy, sharp-tongued and rebellious, 

refusing to be dominated by men in the arena of comedy evokes several subversive image 

types such as the “unruly woman” as analyzed by Kathleen Rowe and the “vamp” as 

understood by Camille Paglia, as well as such mythic archetypes as “The Sex Goddess.”  

Handler also espouses a very pro-woman, pro-LGBT rights, no-apologies 

liberalism both in her work and in interviews. She often incorporates what sounds like 

feminist discourse in her books and monologues, combining comedy with frank political 

discussion. However, while her performances and stances on issues tend to be mostly 

woman-centered, some comments and jokes seem to pose a contradiction. Handler‟s 
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comedic treatment of violence against women—particularly rape and sexual 

harassment— as well as some of her remarks about race, body image and disability often 

stick out as antithetical to the otherwise progressive persona she has created. 

In her article on the comedic work of female rapper turned actor Queen Latifah, 

Linda Mizajewski writes:  

For the traditionally attractive white woman in white culture, unruliness 

can be a liberating quality of female individualism. For the black woman 

in white culture—someone who is already under suspicion as part of an 

“unruly” subculture—the opposite occurs: her subjectivity diminishes as 

she slides into racial stereotype. (22) 

While Handler‟s white unruliness can be read by many as liberating, even an 

enactment of feminist subjectivity, her comments on women of color who exhibit similar 

unruly attributes—loudness, overt sexuality— appear not to be recognized by Handler as 

equally empowering. Handler in some ways contributes to the controlling images that 

serve to keep Black women out of the traditionally male and white late night genre.  

Handler is certainly not the only female comedian to deploy these comedic 

methods, to be political, to relish in contradictions and to serve as a model of resistance. 

Comedians such as Phyllis Diller, Lucille Ball and Joan Rivers presented themselves as 

“unruly” and certainly began to challenge the idea that only men could be “kings” of 

comedy. Within the stand-up comedy genre in particular, women have had to fight to be 

recognized and accepted. In her book Women and Comedy in Solo Performance: Phyllis 

Diller, Lily Tomlin and Roseanne, Suzanne Lavin notes that the progress women have 

made in stand-up is directly linked to the achievements of the women‟s movement, and 

that “women‟s stand-up serves as a compressed record of social change” (2). Therefore, 
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when Diller first began her act in 1955, she needed to appeal to the more socially 

conservative mainstream audience of the time. She “took a circuitous route in addressing 

issues of gender inequity,”  “centered on the domestic arena” in her acts, and “played 

down her sensuality” (Lavin 2).  In her bio-documentary Joan Rivers: A Piece of Work, 

Rivers recalls making a joke about “putting out” early in her career. While half the 

audience laughed, she says fellow comedian Jack Lemmon disgustedly walked out of the 

theater. She continues: 

So for my time, I was very shocking. I remember I had a joke about abortions 

when you weren‟t supposed to even say the word on television... My manager 

took me aside and said “Joanala...you‟re going into places you shouldn‟t go. It‟s 

not right, it‟s not right. A woman shouldn‟t talk like that.” I remember thinking, 

“You are so wrong. This is exactly what we should be talking about.” (Stern and 

Sundberg, 2010) 

Several plastic surgeries and countless jabs at other women‟s bodies and red carpet 

fashion choices later, Joan Rivers is definitely full of contradictions, but is still making 

waves for women in the comedy world.  

Lavin notes Lily Tomlin was “one of the first feminist comedians” and said that in 

the „70s and „80s she began to use “the momentum of the women‟s movement to openly 

address gender and class inequalities” (2). Later, Roseanne Barr replaced “the 

indirectness of the „50s with frontal assault,” dropping the self-deprecatory mode used by 

earlier comedians and offering “one form of liberation to women‟s comedy by 

demystifying feminine behavior in her use of street language, poor grammar, and 

unapologetic anger at patriarchal norms” (Lavin 2). Lesbian comedians such as Kate 

Clinton and Paula Poundstone continued in this vein, directly and confrontationally 
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challenging sexism and heterosexism in their acts. Over the years, these women have 

been joined by comedy superstars such as Margaret Cho, Wanda Sykes, Ellen 

DeGeneres, Sarah Silverman and Kathy Griffin, all of whom identify as feminists and/or 

support women‟s causes and LGBT rights both on- and off- stage.  

The tradition of women comedians using their fame and success as a platform for 

progressive politics is nothing new. Yet, despite these resistors and in the face of 

continued inequalities and oppressions faced by women globally, popular culture is 

largely presenting the idea that we are now in a period of postfeminism. In their book 

Interrogating Postfeminism: Gender and the Politics of Popular Culture, editors Yvonne 

Tasker and Diane Negra tell us that “Postfeminism broadly encompasses a set of 

assumptions, widely disseminated within popular media forms, having to do with the 

„pastness‟ of feminism, whether that supposed pastness is merely noted, mourned, or 

celebrated” (1). Postfeminism is an ideology in which feminist politics and movements 

are thought of as no longer needed. This postfeminist popular culture, while claiming to 

empower women and celebrating their achievements on one hand, on the other hand still 

presents women largely as objects and continues to perpetuate controlling images that 

maintain stereotypes and reinforce oppressions. Tasker and Negra go on to describe 

postfeminism as working “in part to incorporate, assume, or naturalize aspects of 

feminism; crucially, it also works to commodify feminism via the figure of woman as 

empowered consumer” (2). While postfeminism evokes and relies on the achievements of 

feminism, it constructs feminism as outdated and difficult, an “implicitly censorious 

presence,” full of “burdens,” as it “works to invalidate systematic critique” of patriarchal 
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systems and structures (3). Indeed, “postfeminism suggests that it is the very success of 

feminism that produces its irrelevance for contemporary culture” (8). It is often in the 

context of postfeminism, rather than feminism, that feminist discourse is evoked and 

incorporated in Handler‟s work. While her status as the first truly successful female late 

night talk show host has to a great degree been made possible by feminism, feminism is 

nevertheless often constructed as “past” and “difficult” in her work, perhaps as a strategy 

with which to better fit into the “old boys club” of the late night genre. 

Women‟s Studies discourses in mainstream media as well as classrooms play a 

vital role in challenging these controlling images and presenting feminist ideas to many. 

But, still, Patricia Hill Collins writes, “For Black and Latino youth who have been denied 

high-quality educations, school is no longer the place where they learn literacy and 

politics. Rather, for many, mass media has become their classroom” (From Black Power 

to Hip Hop: Racism, Nationalism, and Feminism, 191). I believe this is also true (though 

perhaps to a lesser extent) for white, working and middle class women, men, and all 

people, who need to be introduced to feminist ideas in order to continue fighting for 

equality and transforming consciousness. In Black Feminist Thought, Collins argues that 

the concept of “intellectuals” must be expanded to include women outside the classroom 

who are also producing feminist discourse.
1
 I argue that female comedians should be 

considered intellectuals in this sense. They are (sometimes consciously and sometimes 

unconsciously) contributing to feminist theory through their stand-up routines, books and 

                                                             
1 In “The Politics of Black Feminist Thought,” Patricia Hill Collins says that “Developing Black feminist 

thought also involves searching for its expression in alternative institutional locations and among women 

who are not commonly perceived as intellectuals” (330). She goes on to say that the “concept of 

intellectual must itself be deconstructed” (331) (emphasis hers). 
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other public appearances, and should therefore be recognized as valuable knowledge 

producers.  

In many ways, laughter has always been a form of rebellion.  Feminist scholar 

Joanna Isaak writes that at its roots in carnivalesque, comedy and laughter were 

oppositional to dominant ideologies. She speaks of laughter as a “positive, regenerative, 

creative” force that has been used by marginalized groups as a tool for both healing and 

resistance (Isaak17). On the other hand, there is a long tradition of sexist, racist, 

homophobic and other forms of oppressive and marginalizing comedy that have 

perpetuated stereotypes and helped maintain controlling images. While some acts and 

routines continue to be offensive and oppressive, much of women‟s stand-up comedy 

gives women a means by which to challenge the silence on women‟s sexuality and their 

contributions to knowledge. Female comedians— when they are loud, outrageous, highly 

articulate and often extremely political—create a space in which they are able to speak 

their minds freely, present themselves as powerful, and empower other women.  

Rivers also recounts the story of being given her own late night talk show back in 

the late 1960s.  When Johnny Carson, host of The Tonight Show and longtime friend and 

supporter of Rivers, heard that she would be hosting her own show, Rivers says he 

slammed down the phone and never spoke to her again. In fact, she says she was 

blacklisted from NBC late night television, and her show did not survive for long (Stern 

and Sundberg, 2010). Clearly, while women have achieved a great amount of success in 

the comedy genre over the past several decades, late night television has generally 

remained an “old boys club.” Therefore, because of her position as the first truly 
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successful female late night talk show host and one of the current most popular and 

successful women in mainstream comedy, it is particularly important to explore the 

reasons that Handler has been able to break through, as well as the messages she sends to 

audiences. 

In my thesis, I analyze Handler‟s talk show, books, live stand-up performances 

and other television appearances. I examine her mass appeal, particularly for female and 

gay male audiences, via the symbolic figure of “The Unruly Woman,” as described by 

Kathleen Rowe, as well as other symbolic icons of female power. I apply a mythic 

analysis using the works of Jane Caputi, Barbara Mor, Barbara Walker and other feminist 

theorists, looking for Handler‟s manifestations of certain mythic archetypes, including 

representations of various goddesses and the potencies they manifest. I then discuss her 

treatment of violence against women and perform an intersectional analysis of race, 

disability and other contradictions in her work using theorists Yvonne Tasker, Diane 

Negra, Sharon Marcus, Patricia Hill Collins, Jose Esteban Munoz and other feminist 

communications scholars who argue that the need for feminism is far from over and that 

women must continue to fight for fair and positive representation, verbal and pictorial, 

and treatment free from harassment and objectification within popular culture and in 

everyday life. Ultimately, I will assess Handler‟s ability to be a transformative and 

empowering figure for women in the comedy world and beyond. 

The methods for this study include textual and audience analysis. In my textual 

analysis, I will be looking at episodes of Handler‟s late night talk show Chelsea Lately, 

which I watched weeknights at 11 p.m., Monday through Thursday on E! from February 
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2010 through January 2011. I also analyze her stand-up performance in Miami, FL on 

March 26, 2010, and her three books—My Horizontal Life: A Collection of One Night 

Stands; Are You There Vodka? It’s Me, Chelsea; and Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang— as 

well as other television appearances, articles and interviews. Because it is imperative not 

to assume that audiences are taking away the dominant messages produced by the text, I 

will be taking a post-structuralist approach and will use audience analysis to examine 

how Handler‟s feminist (or postfeminist) discourse is being interpreted by audiences and 

what messages they seem to be carrying away from her work. To do this, I look at E! 

Online‟s Chelsea Lately message board comments between 2007 and 2010, 

TelevisionWithoutPity.com Chelsea Lately message board comments dated between July 

2007 and April 2010, as well as YouTube comments in response to her appearance on 

The Jay Leno Show and other interviews. In selecting which audience comments to 

examine, I choose to focus only on those that either discussed Handler‟s role as a woman 

in late night television, feminism, LGBT issues, her looks, as well as those that took issue 

with the treatment of violence against women, race and disability in her work, or find her 

otherwise disempowering. I looked for keywords such as “empowering”, “feminist,” 

“women,” “lesbian,” “late night,” “rape,” and “sexual harassment” when sifting through 

audience feedback on the message boards. The audience analysis largely shows that 

audience members also note the contradictions in Handler‟s treatment of women and 

women‟s issues. 
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In my textual analysis, I employ Stuart Hall‟s concept of encoding/decoding
2
 to 

conduct a negotiated reading of Handler‟s persona and her work. Of the three types of 

readings that Hall describes—dominant, negotiated, or oppositional—I feel that a 

negotiated reading fits best with the sort of analysis I am performing. Rather than simply 

reading the dominant/preferred messages that the producers intended for the work, or 

reading completely against the grain to challenge the material, a negotiated reading 

“accepts the underlying framework of the ideology but challenges some of its particulars” 

(SusannaWalters, Material girls: Making sense of feminist cultural theory, 78). I show 

that while most audience members are taking away a dominant reading from Handler‟s 

work and persona, there are also many audience members who make negotiated and 

oppositional readings.  

I use Henry Jenkins concept of convergence culture to explain the importance of 

audience analysis in looking at the effects of Handler‟s work. In Convergence Culture: 

Where Old and New Media Collide, Jenkins writes “By convergence, I mean the flow of 

content across multiple media platforms, the cooperation between multiple media 

industries, and the migratory behavior of media audiences who will go almost anywhere 

in search of the kinds of entertainment experiences they want” (Jenkins 2). Jenkins argues 

that the producers and consumers of popular culture work together to create the meanings 

held by media texts, and that “rather than talking about media producers and consumers 

as occupying separate roles, we might now see them as participants who interact with 

                                                             
2 Stuart Hall‟s 1973 article “Encoding, Decoding” marks a move towards structuralism in cultural studies. 

Hall explores the number of ways in which audiences may deal with the disconnect between the messages 

the producers intend for a text (encoding) and the reception of the message (decoding). 
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each other according to a new set of rules that none of us fully understands” (Jenkins 3). 

In light of this, message boards and social networking sites dedicated to popular culture 

texts become increasingly important. Handler‟s following in these new forms of media is 

expansive. In addition to the 10,708 comments on the E! Online Chelsea Lately message 

boards and the 888 comments on the Chelsea Lately forum at TelevisionWithout 

Pity.com as of January 6, 2011, Handler also has millions of fans following her on 

Facebook and Twitter, which she personally updates and interacts with almost daily. 

“Convergence occurs within the brains of individual consumers and through their social 

interactions with others,” Jenkins says. “Each of us constructs our own personal 

mythology from bits and fragments of information extracted from the media flow and 

transformed into resources through which we make sense of our everyday lives” (Jenkins 

3). Jenkins use of the word “mythology” here is significant. By it, he means a symbolic 

and meaningful narrative. As it is my understanding that Handler‟s mythic persona (in the 

sense that she draws upon well-known archetypes of female power) does indeed help 

create personal mythologies for her audience members, the messages put forth by 

Handler about feminism, violence against women, and a number of other topics, have the 

potential to affect the beliefs and behaviors of her audience, despite Handler‟s 

disclaimers. Handler tells Katie Couric: “My show is very light and it‟s not serious, and 

I‟m not trying to get serious,” and she has argued in other instances that she does not 

intend to be a role model (CBSNews.com). At other times, she speaks directly at the 

camera to give young women advice on her show, saying things such as “Let me tell you 

something little girls. Don‟t have kids when you‟re a fucking teenager. It makes me really 
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angry. You don‟t even know if you want kids until you‟re an adult, and by the way, you 

probably don‟t” (E! 2010). The theory of convergence culture helps to explain that the 

effect Handler intends and the effect she actually has on viewers, readers and audience 

members is a much more complex relationship.  

Coming from a feminist epistemological standpoint, I believe it is important to 

allow individuals to speak for themselves. Many times researchers and theorists neglect 

this aspect of their work when analyzing a celebrity or public figure, perhaps because the 

individual is no longer living, or because they believe these individuals are fair game, or 

perhaps because they do not feel they will receive a response from these subjects. I 

believe that an attempt should be made, regardless of the notoriety of the subject, to 

include them in the sort of analysis I am conducting, so as not to continue a pattern of 

objectification. Therefore, I asked Handler to clarify and explain her views to me directly, 

without the filter of the media, which would have allowed me to better analyze and 

interpret the connection or disparity between the intention of her work and its effect. I 

submitted a questionnaire to her via her assistant, Eva Magdalenski. While Magdalenski 

initially expressed that Handler wished to respond to my questionnaire, the questionnaire 

was never returned. Handler‟s busy schedule was cited as the reason.  

Chapter One explores how Handler‟s image and persona can be read as feminist 

and/or empowering. I begin the textual analysis of her work here and show how she may 

be understood and interpreted using popular image types such as the “unruly woman” and 

others. Chapter Two focuses on the mythic analysis of Handler, exploring the various 

representations of goddess archetypes apparent in her work, particularly in visual images. 
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Chapter Three turns to the postfeminist and intersectional analysis of Handler‟s treatment 

of violence against women, race and disability in her comedy, as well as other 

contradictions. In my Conclusion, I offer a summary discussion of these contradictions 

and the possibility of recuperating some of them to provide meaningful discourse for 

feminist thought and action. Finally, I pose what positive steps I believe could be taken to 

further the work of Handler (and other female comedians) to pass on feminist ideologies 

to audiences. 
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II. CHAPTER ONE 

Images and ideology have a great effect on what makes someone a star. In his 

book Stars, Richard Dyer says that images cannot be looked at in a vacuum, “By „image‟ 

here I do not understand an exclusively visual sign, but rather a complex configuration of 

visual, verbal and aural signs” (Dyer 38). He goes on to say: 

It is misleading to think of the texts combining cumulatively into a sum total that 

constitutes the image, or alternatively simply as being moments in a star‟s 

image‟s career that appear one after the other—although those emphases are 

important. The image is a complex totality and it does have a chronological 

dimension. What we need to understand that totality in its temporality is the 

concept of a structured polysemy. (Dyer 38) 

Dyer insists that we consider the various multiple meanings that could be read by 

audiences. For example, when one looks at a star‟s visual image, one also brings to that 

image the meanings carried by the star in other representations throughout their career. 

When applying this mode of understanding to the star persona of Handler, we find that 

her outrageousness and down-to-earth realism carry over not only from one 

representation to another, but also from one medium to the next. Whether she is 

performing live on stage, delving into past shenanigans in her books, or cracking up at 

her own jokes on her nightly show, Handler always appears unpolished and unapologetic.  

While the E! network, Handler‟s publishers, advertisers and marketers may place 

certain constraints on her image, she largely presents a „what you see is what you get‟ 

persona, full of mishaps and contradictions, rather than what appears to be the more 
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carefully composed construction typical of most female celebrities. To what extent this 

never-quite-together persona is scripted or constructed is unclear and cannot be 

unquestioningly deciphered, yet Handler and those who associate with her consistently 

reiterate that she is the same on-camera as she is off-camera. Jennie Yabroff of Newsweek 

writes “Handler calls herself a „hot mess,‟ but hers is a controlled explosion.” Unlike 

stars whose off-the-wall antics and unruliness have hurt their careers, Handler carefully 

manages her party girl image, finding the balance between work and play so that she can 

continue to be successful. Still, while the “hot mess” is what draws her fans in and 

largely, I argue, contributes to her appeal, critics do not always get it or appreciate it. 

Yabroff writes: 

[…] when they do notice her, critics are unkind. After Handler hosted the Video 

Music Awards, the Times called her performance “among the worst in the show‟s 

history.” The New Yorker described Chelsea Lately as “too sloppy by half.” “It‟s 

like she‟s a certain radio station,” says her friend Jenny McCarthy, the former 

Playboy model turned actress. “If you tune into that frequency, she‟s huge, but 

people who don‟t tune in don‟t connect.”  

Yabroff goes on to say that while Handler does appear less composed than others, she 

still presents herself as overtly sexy, and that there is often “nothing ironic about 

Handler‟s sexiness” in comparison to other female comedians who make fun of 

exceedingly sexual figures. Yet considering the sexual double standards that are still in 

place for women today, the sexual freedom with which Handler presents herself does, I 

argue, appear to be ironic. Susan M. Jackson and Fiona Cram write that “Within the 

sexual double standard, an active, desiring sexuality is positively regarded in men, but 

denigrated and regulated by negatively labeling women” (113). For those who abide by 

this hegemonic and pervasive standard, men who are sexually active are able to be so 
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proudly, while women are shamed and blamed (by men and women) from exhibiting the 

same behavior. Gerda Lerner discusses how this sexual double standard came to exist in 

her book The Creation of Patriarchy. She tells us:  

Women‟s sexual subordination was institutionalized in the earliest law codes and 

enforced by the full power of the state. Women‟s cooperation in the system was 

secured by various means: force, economic dependency on the male head of the 

family, class privileges bestowed upon conforming and dependent women of the 

upper classes, and the artificially created division of women into respectable and 

not-respectable women. (Lerner 9) (emphasis mine) 

 

Along with controlling women‟s sexuality and owning them as property, women were 

and continue to be cast into categories of “virgin” or “whore,” “good girl” or “bad girl.” 

Women are often not taken seriously as professionals if they are honest and open about 

their sexual encounters, or are not believed if a man sexually abuses or rapes them. 

Handler, however, appears to be able to do it all—to be both “good” and “bad,” sexual 

and professional—and to garner admiration, particularly from female audiences, for 

being able to do so. Therefore, no matter how much of the seemingly un-composed 

persona is shtick, it is clear that it is this “sloppy,” contradictory image that continues to 

propel her rise in fame. 

While most stars fit into common, hegemonic categories, Dyer notes that:  

In exceptional cases, it has been argued that certain stars, far from 

managing contradictions, either expose them or embody an alternative or 

oppositional ideological position (itself usually contradictory) to dominant 

ideology. The “subversiveness” of these stars can be seen in terms of 

“radical intervention” (not necessarily conscious) on the part of 

themselves or others who have used the potential meanings of their 

image… (38) 

In this way, Handler‟s repeated self-presentation (and representation by other media 

producers) using subversive behaviors, modes of comedy, images and mythic archetypes, 
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radically intervenes and serves as an oppositional image to the white, heterosexual male 

masculinity that dominates late night comedy television. Her realness and rawness as a 

bawdy woman in the role of host appeals to female audiences who are not used to hearing 

this aspect of their experiences and identities reflected in this genre. While at times she 

may complain about certain aspects of being a woman (or more likely, the roles women 

are expected to play), at other times Handler fully embraces her female identity, or at 

least refuses to deny its realities. In one episode of Chelsea Lately, she tells her fellow 

panelists and audience “Because I‟m getting my period, my boobs are really big right 

now…sometimes before I PMS, I wake up and they‟re under my chin” (E! 2010). She 

goes on to tell the ogling male panelists that breasts aren‟t that exciting when you‟ve had 

them since you were nine, resisting their objectification of her. This is far from the 

discourse and perspective we would hear from Jay Leno, David Letterman, or on any 

other late night program hosted by a male comedian. 

In her role as a female comic, Handler also challenges “emphasized femininity,” 

which RW Connell and others have named as the version of feminine gender expression 

that is typically promoted and represented in the media, and which is “organized, 

financed, and supervised by men” (188). This white version of femininity is traditionally 

beautiful, thin, young, nurturing, and submissive. Whether consciously or unconsciously, 

Handler breaks out of the mold of conventional white femininity and creates a subversive 

and in many ways revolutionary alternative to current representations of women in the 

media and pop culture. In this chapter, I analyze the ways in which her image and 

persona are empowering, particularly for women. I also explain why gay men, whose 
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identities and perspectives are also often neglected by the white, male heterosexual late 

night TV genre, also appear to be empowered by Handler.  

To do this analysis, I employ several different image types. The first is Kathleen 

Rowe‟s concept of the “unruly woman.” Rowe writes of this figure: 

Through her body, speech, and her laughter, especially in the public sphere, she 

creates a disruptive spectacle of herself. The tropes of unruliness are often coded 

with misogyny. However, they are also a source of potential power, especially 

when they are recoded or reframed to expose what that composure conceals. 

Ultimately, the unruly woman can be seen as prototype of woman as subject—

transgressive above all when she lays claim to her own desire. (31) 

Rowe shows how female comedians who perform the part of the “unruly woman” are 

able to be empowering and offer a feminist political stance and subjectivity, reworking 

what on the surface may appear to be the same old sexist comedic tropes, but ones that 

take on new meanings as they are reinvented by female comedians. Handler fits into this 

mold and therefore can indeed be subversive as her use of parody and spectacle give her a 

disruptive and transgressive power. Through the use of parody, spectacle and camp to 

deliberately produce an over-the-top persona, combined with her progressive, pro-LGBT 

political position, she draws in and empowers women and gay men. In doing so, she 

gives voice to both groups who were previously unrepresented or subject to sexist and 

homophobic jokes in the late night comedy realm. 

Rowe draws upon the discussion of the “unruly woman” first set out by historian 

Natalie Zernon Davis in her essay “Women on Top” from her book Society and Culture 

in Early Modern France. There, Davis identifies seven qualities that she attributes to this 

figure. Rowe writes: “The topos of unruly woman...reverberates whenever women disrupt 

the norms of femininity and the social hierarchy of male over female through excess and 
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outrageousness” (30). Handler clearly earns the title of “unruly woman,” as she at times 

fits several of the eight qualities Davis originally noted. They are as follows: 

 “1.The unruly woman creates disorder by dominating, or trying to dominate, men. 

 She is unable or unwilling to confine herself to her proper place. 

2. Her body is excessive or fat, suggesting her unwillingness or inability to 

control her physical appetites. 

3. Her speech is excessive in quantity, content or tone. 

4. She makes jokes, or laughs herself. 

5. She may be androgynous or hermaphroditic, drawing attention to the social 

construction of gender. 

6. She may be old or a masculinized crone, for old women who refuse to become 

invisible in our culture are often considered grotesque. 

7. Her behavior is associated with looseness and occasionally whorishness, but 

her sexuality is less narrowly and negatively defined than is that of the femme 

fatale. She may be pregnant. 

8. She is associated with dirt, liminality (thresholds, borders, or margins), and 

taboo, rendering her above all a figure of ambivalence. (Rowe 31)  

Through her sharp tongue, loudness, rebelliousness, refusal to be dominated by men in 

her work, and numerous other qualities related to the description above, Handler 

constructs herself as a female subject in a genre that often positions women as objects. 

Through the spectacle she makes of herself as a 21
st
 century “unruly woman,” she is able 

to harness the power of comedy for herself and other women. 

Love Your Coslopus; or, You Might Be a Feminist, If… 

Handler‟s references to her vagina (or “coslopus,” as she calls it)—along with her 

discussion of masturbation and other aspects of female sexuality— are some of the major 
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features of her unruliness. Taboos on female masturbation have long been promulgated 

by religion and science, as women have been discouraged from masturbation, even to the 

point of torture. Women who were charged with being sexually insatiable “hysterics” 

were often hospitalized and brutalized, either by clitoridectomy, acid being poured on the 

clitoris, or electric shock. In The Story of V: A Natural History of Female Sexuality, 

Catherine Blackledge notes that “Science sanctioned these excisions using the convenient 

„theory‟ that removing the clitoris could cure conditions as varied as incontinence, uterine 

hemorrhaging, hysteria, and mania brought on by masturbation” (132). She also notes 

that “the vagina became open to vilification—a scapegoat for supposed female sexual 

sins” (Blackledge 132). Theories that contributed to the taboo on masturbation included 

the idea that women were sexually insatiable and acting on evil impulses during 

masturbation, which could lead to insanity; there was also the fear that women would no 

longer need men for sexual satisfaction or even for companionship if they were able to 

have orgasms without men (Barker-Benfield, 1976; Maines, 1999; Vance, 1984). While 

the taboo was somewhat alleviated by the second wave feminist movement, 

consciousness-raising groups and proper sex education, Carol Vance writes that the taboo 

is still perpetuated through “the idea that masturbation is an inferior substitute for 

partnered encounters” (Vance, 1984). Works such as Eve Ensler‟s ground-breaking play 

The Vagina Monologues (1996) have also worked to challenge this taboo. The play—a 

series of monologues collected by Ensler—is performed by Ensler, female celebrities and 

women‟s organizations around the country. In it, women tell their stories of sexual 

awakening and sexual abuse, loudly proclaiming the word “vagina” along with other 

descriptive words and varying experiences with their anatomy and sexuality. This work 
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and that of other feminist authors—such as Inga Musica‟s book Cunt (1998)— serve to 

challenge the taboo, shame and silence imposed on women‟s bodies and sexualities. 

Handler‟s third bestselling memoir, Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang, begins very 

much like a vagina monologue. The book was released in March 2010 and quickly made 

its way to number one on the New York Times best-seller list. Like her other books, it 

contains a series of essays about various experiences in Handler‟s life, from childhood to 

adulthood. In the books, she covers dating and sexual encounters, run-ins with the law, 

pivotal career moments and mishaps with her family and friends. The writing is 

straightforward and often vulgar, which some critics have abhorred but fans have come to 

adore.  

In the first chapter of Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang, Handler describes the 

experience of getting “the feeling” (an orgasm) after learning how to masturbate at a 

slumber party. “I was eight years old and well into the third grade at Riker Hill 

Elementary School when I fell head over heels in love with myself,” she writes (Handler 

1). At first she admits to being disgusted and confused by her own vagina, telling us “My 

initial feeling when looking down at my private area was one of disgust. From my earlier 

self-examinations, the only thing I could deduce was that my private area was similar to a 

pincushion in structure, but less radiant” (Handler 3). She goes on to describe the 

obsession she began to have with pleasuring herself, doing it everywhere from her 

bedroom to the playground as often as she could. “I couldn‟t get enough of myself,” she 

writes. “Who was this girl who had been hiding from me for so long? We were one and 

the same—soul mates, if you will. The carrot to my clitoris,” and later, “How many other 
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women knew about this? And if they did, why did anyone ever get jobs?” (Handler 4). 

She eventually relates her embarrassment after being caught masturbating at the 

Thanksgiving table, when her parents and siblings finally scolded her and told her to be 

more private. She writes: 

I think back with fondness on that year I spent getting to know my hot pocket. 

While some people and the authorities took issue with it, I considered it 

reasonable and fair. The way I saw it was, if you looked down and saw a brownie 

sundae with the works sitting in your lap, day after day, eventually you‟re going 

to attack it. After I was found out, I didn‟t contact my clitoris for years. I deemed 

it untrustworthy and bizarre. I felt the same way about penises. That‟s why I gave 

my first hand job with a sock. (Handler 17) 

Though this incident may have contributed to the disgust for the physical appearance of 

genitals that sometimes comes through in her stand-up routines, through this tale of self-

discovery, Handler begins to develop the strong sense of sex positivism that has 

characterized her persona into adulthood. In recognizing her own potential for pleasure, 

Handler exhibits a sense of independence and self-love that is rarely expressed on as 

mainstream and public a platform as hers, as she first experiences but then overcomes 

and makes fun of the conventional shaming associated with female anatomy and 

pleasure.  

Handler‟s anecdote goes beyond a love for and indulgence in her own body. The 

enjoyment that she relates in getting to know herself, without anyone else‟s involvement 

or approval, challenges the taboos on female masturbation and the insistence that women 

must revolve their sexual lives and commitments around men. Handler‟s candidness and 

unflinching desire to satisfy herself is only curtailed by the disappointment and shame 

she experiences after being told that her affair with herself was no longer a secret. The 
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contradiction that remains in her persona between complete sexual openness and 

repulsion is one that many women (and some men) can relate to. 

A Look Behind the Curtain: Revealing the Social Construction of Gender 

Handler certainly breaks away from most of the traditional behavior associated 

with emphasized femininity (i.e. docility, softness, submission), or as Connell writes, 

“femininity organized as an adaptation to men‟s power, and emphasizing compliance, 

nurturance, and empathy as womanly virtues” (188).  She often rejects romantic notions 

or gestures, noting “I don‟t know any guy that likes that [rose petals on beds]. I don‟t like 

that and I‟m a fucking girl” (E! 2011). While she may at times seem to be rejecting what 

has traditionally been valued as feminine, she is also refusing to be stereotyped and 

reclaiming what traits may have previously and unfairly been reserved for men and 

masculinity. She calls magazines like Cosmopolitan to task for continuing to set 

unrealistic standards for women and she critiques articles that attempt to teach women 

how to prevent their boyfriends or husbands from cheating. Regarding one such article, 

Handler jokes “You better not lose your man, girl!...These articles are so stupid” (E! 

2011). Though on the surface her discussion topics center on Hollywood gossip and 

wacky news pieces, Handler often asks her audience to examine and critique issues that 

contribute to constructing hegemonic ideas about gender and sexuality. 

For example, in her stand-up performance, Handler comments on the fact that 

women often must shave, put on make-up and perform other tasks in order to appear 

physically attractive to men. She reveals that while she sometimes participates in this, she 

knows that it is often unfair, unappreciated, even unrecognized by men. She says “I like 
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how guys don‟t think we have to do anything,” thereby revealing the often arduous task 

of constructing what is seen as essential or “natural” femininity (Miami 2010). The idea 

of “doing gender” has been discussed and established by many theorists. In their pivotal 

article “Doing Gender,” Candace West and Don H. Zimmerman bring us to an 

understanding of gender as:  

[A] routine, methodical, and recurring accomplishment. We contend that the 

“doing” of gender is undertaken by women and men whose competence as 

members of society is hostage to its production. Doing gender involves a complex 

of socially guided perceptual, interactional, and micropolitical activities that cast 

particular pursuits as expressions of masculine and feminine “natures.” (West and 

Zimmerman, 126) 

Rather than something that is completely essential, innate or even achieved and arrived at 

as one develops, gender is a constant process that is not as individual as it is interactional. 

Gender identity and gender roles are learned and performed, as gender is “used to 

structure distinct domains of social experience” (West and Zimmerman128). In order to 

be recognized and understood as a man or a woman, one must take on certain attributes, 

physical markers and behaviors associated with masculinity and femininity as 

constructed, valued and reinforced by society. Later, queer theorist Judith Butler built on 

this idea, stating “There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender;…identity 

is performatively constituted by the very „expressions‟ that are said to be its results” (25). 

This is the basis for her theory of performativity, in which she argues that all gender is 

performed, and that there is no “doer” behind the performance. Gender is not an essential 

part of the performer, but instead it is the performance itself.  

Therefore, by revealing the processes of doing and constructing gender identity 

and expression, Handler‟s routine in part works to reveal that social construction to her 
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audience. “Doing gender means creating differences between girls and boys and women 

and men, differences that are not natural, essential, or biological. Once the differences 

have been constructed, they are used to reinforce the „essentialness‟ of gender,” West and 

Zimmerman write (137). When Handler refers to shaving and putting on make-up in 

order to “do” femininity, she is referring to the practices used to perform gender. 

Furthermore, her often slightly disheveled appearance on stage and onscreen contributes 

to the breaking down of emphasized femininity, which always presents itself as 

completely manicured, styled and put together. Appearing some days in ultra-feminine 

clothing and other days in clothes that would be considered more masculine or tomboyish 

in expression (such as flannel shirts and jeans), Handler never completely conforms to 

one gender expression or another. Even when ultra-feminine in appearance, her rough 

and tough persona intrudes upon conventional understandings of femininity. Therefore, 

Handler falls in line with the description of the “unruly woman” as androgynous and 

helping to reveal the social construction of gender. 

Dominating and Dirty: Fulfilling the Tropes of Unruliness 

Handler continues in this vein on her show Chelsea Lately, where she performs 

non-traditional femininity as she commands the helm, calling the shots and loudly 

proclaiming her role as the boss. This relates back to the first quality of the “unruly 

woman,” who “creates disorder by dominating, or trying to dominate, men” and is 

“unwilling or unable to confine herself to her proper place” (Rowe 31). Far from quiet, 

docile and subordinate, she swears often and freely. On cursing, she says “It‟s good for a 

strong woman to be able to use that kind of language. I know it can sometimes be 
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considered crass or trashy, but it can also be efficacious at certain times” (E! 2011). She 

also discusses her flatulence and defecation habits. This relates back to the unruly 

woman‟s association with dirt, liminality and taboo.  

Handler is unapologetic about her ambition and notes the double standard women 

face when they act on their ambition to the degree that men have. She encourages women 

to be financially independent, saying things such as “Don‟t take money from men. Make 

your own money…Go women‟s lib, go!” (E! 2010). She talks about her ambivalence 

towards marriage and motherhood— often stating things like “Everyone knows that I‟m 

the furthest thing from a housewife” and claiming she has no interest in getting married 

(E! 2011). Her drinking and partying habits, even at the age of thirty-five—the age 

largely touted (by heteronormative society) as the age by which women are supposed to 

have children and settle down— are documented candidly in Are You There Vodka? It’s 

Me, Chelsea and in every other avenue of her work, and she claims to have no intention 

of changing her behavior. “I am so happy that I have been baby-proofing my body this 

entire time,” she says of her drinking (E! 2010). Strongly pro-choice, she has no problem 

alluding to abortion, stating “I might accidentally get pregnant, but I won‟t accidentally 

have a baby” (E! 2010). Handler embraces her independence and asks her female 

audience members to consider their options before conforming to what society tells them 

they should do. 

There are few topics off limits for Handler, so the degree to which she divulges 

her sexual history and details about her personal life is far from shocking. She has no 

qualms discussing the number of sexual partners she‟s had, challenging the idea that 
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while men‟s sexual value goes up with experience, women‟s value declines with the more 

sex they have. This was the focus of her first book, My Horizontal Life: A Collection of 

One Night Stands. In an interview with The San Francisco Chronicle, she says “Women 

who go out for the purpose of getting laid are still stigmatized, where that‟s a given with 

men” (Ganahl). The sexual double standard—which stems from the idea that men have 

the right to control women‟s sexuality and fertility, based on ownership of women as 

property, as noted by Lerner and others—continues to thrive. Handler here refers to the 

double standard that men are allowed to have as many sexual partners as they desire and 

are often called “studs” or “players” for gaining sexual experience, while women who do 

so are called “whores,” “sluts,” and thought to have less value with the more partners 

they have. The reclaiming of the number of sexual partners for women as bragging rights 

or something to be proud of resonates particularly with sex positive and Third Wave 

feminists.  

In Gender Inequality: Feminist Theory and Politics,  feminist scholar Judith 

Lorber says that Third Wave feminism (beginning in the early 1990s)  “plays with sex, 

sexuality and gender” and “valorizes women‟s agency and female sexuality as forms of 

power, but it rejects the politics of women as oppressed victims of patriarchy” (283). 

Many Third Wave feminists also call themselves “sex-positive feminists,” who assert that 

because of the historic negative view of and control over women‟s sexuality, women 

must reclaim the right to be sexually free to do as they please. For some sex-positive 

feminists, this includes reclaiming stripping, pornography, and other sexual activities 

thought previously to be degrading to women, and seeking empowerment through these 
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activities by choosing to participate in them on their own terms. Radical and second-wave 

feminists‟ critiques of these newer modes of feminism is often apt for the ways that they 

overlook how these practices, though reclaimed by women, are still largely done for the 

pleasure and according to the standards and scripts of men. However, sex-positive and 

Third Wave feminists do challenge the sexual double standard and other limiting 

definitions of female sexuality and identity, much in the way Handler does in her work. 

Female orgasm has been and continues to be key in the feminist reclamation of 

sexuality and has been a major theme in feminist discourse since the 1970s.  In her article 

“The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm,” Anne Koedt discusses how women‟s sexuality has 

quite often been defined in terms of men‟s pleasure. She says that the vaginal orgasm is a 

myth and that all female orgasms actually stem from clitoral stimulation and mental 

processes. However, because men aim to keep the penis and masculinity dominant and 

inexpendable in sexual relations, the myth is perpetuated. Men also fear women 

becoming lesbians or bisexual, which may write them out of the sexual equation 

altogether. Koedt writes “One of the elements of male chauvinism is the refusal or 

inability to see women as total, separate human beings. Rather, men have chosen to 

define women only in terms of how they benefited men‟s lives.” The degree to which 

Handler challenges the silence on women‟s autonomous sexuality through comedy, a 

genre that has so consistently portrayed women as sex objects for men and as the butts of 

sexist jokes, is extraordinary, particularly in the male-dominated arena of late night TV.  

Handler espouses the belief that some women just like sex for the sake of sex, and 

that women do not have to be damaged or looking for romantic fulfillment in order to 
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have a lot of sex or to enjoy it. “I don‟t think I sleep with people for validation,” she says. 

“I sleep with people because I fucking like it” (E! 2010).  In response to actor and 

Chelsea Lately guest Bradley Whitford‟s joke—“I didn‟t realize the female orgasm 

wasn‟t a myth”—Handler responds: “It‟s a myth when a man is imposing it on you.” As 

Koedt states, 

Whenever female orgasm and frigidity are discussed, a false distinction is made 

between the vaginal and the clitoral orgasm. Frigidity has generally been defined 

by men as the failure of women to have vaginal orgasms. Actually the vagina is 

not a highly sensitive area and is not constructed to achieve orgasm. It is the 

clitoris which is the center of sexual sensitivity and which is the female equivalent 

of the penis. (1970) 

Whitford‟s statement and Handler‟s humorous response insinuates that women often fake 

orgasms when men fail to please them, which leads to the myth that female orgasm 

doesn‟t exist. However, her assertion that female orgasm does in fact exist challenges the 

idea that women need men to have an orgasm. Nevertheless, Handler doesn‟t believe that 

the vaginal orgasm is a total myth.  In Rolling Stone, she says “Do I have orgasms during 

intercourse? Shut up! But who doesn‟t? Yes, I have them. And no, the vaginal orgasm is 

not a myth” (Hedegaard). Still, her attitudes disrupt narrowly defined beliefs and 

expectations of women‟s sexuality. In another episode of Chelsea Lately, she says “Men 

can go to an island and masturbate all they want. We‟ll all becomes lesbians. What do we 

care?” (E! 2010). Here, Handler once again delivers the message that women do not 

necessarily need men for sexual pleasure, and challenges definitions of women‟s 

sexuality in terms of men‟s sexual response.  

Handler‟s frequent references to her vagina, “coslopus,” or “peekachu,” are also 

in line with sex-positivity and the qualities of the “unruly woman.” Sex talk—or phrases 
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and words that we use to discuss sexual acts and the genitals—are generally 

heteronormative and male-centered. We almost always refer to the act of sexual 

intercourse as something that a man does to a woman, with words like “screwing,” 

“nailing,” or “fucking,” which focus (often forcefully or violently) on the act of 

penetration by a man of a woman. We also have far more colloquial words for the male 

genitalia, and men refer to the penis more readily and proudly than women do to the 

vagina. In discussing the The Vagina Monologues in the book Gendered Worlds, the 

authors note that “The word vagina is not often spoken in public outside of a medical or 

health setting….Women are not given many words to talk about their genitals and they 

are not supposed to talk about their vaginas, unless of course it is to their gynecologist” 

(Aulette, Wittner and Blakely, 90). Handler‟s blatant discussion of vaginas challenges the 

shame and silence women have traditionally felt and experienced concerning their bodies. 

Her use of the word “penetration” to refer to something a woman may also do to a man 

once again challenges male-centered, male-dominated notions of sexuality and the 

silence on women‟s right to discuss, name, and take pride in their own bodies and desires. 

“Go lesbians! Go lesbians!”: Handler Comes Out, Politically 

Handler‟s support of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender rights is indeed very 

pronounced, both on- and off- screen. She and her Chelsea Lately sidekick Chuy were 

dubbed the grand marshals of the Los Angeles LGBT Pride Celebration and Parade in 

2009, and Handler hosted the GLAAD (Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation) 

Media Awards the same year. She was also the recipient of the Ally for Equality Award 

from the Human Rights Campaign, which recognizes the “outstanding efforts of those 
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who dedicate time, energy, spirit and whole-hearted commitment to better the lives of 

LGBT people,” and reportedly donated $5,000 toward defeating Proposition 8 in 

California (constantcontact.com).  When discussing the insidiousness of the military‟s 

“Don‟t Ask, Don‟t Tell” policy on her show, she stated: “Half the women in the army are 

lesbians anyway. They talk about it all the time and I would want to fight with a lesbian. 

She would have my back and front, probably” (E! 2010). While her irreverent humor may 

smack of disrespect to some, she consistently balances the comedy act and political 

incorrectness with genuine political statements in support of LGBT liberation. 

Commenting on an incident in which members of the Republican National Committee 

allegedly paid $1,900 at a strip club to watch two women simulate lesbian sex, Handler 

remarked “They won‟t let two lesbians get married, but they‟ll pay to watch them lick 

each other on a stage,” disgustedly pointing out the hypocrisy (E! 2010). Her outspoken 

support does seem to be geared more toward gay men and lesbians than bisexuals and 

transgender people, and certainly some comments toe the line between humor and off-

color disrespect. This is particularly evident when she jokes about the appeal of girl-on-

girl pornography for men or pokes fun at transgender celebrity Chaz Bono. But in other 

cases, and certainly off-camera and outside of comedy, she defends the entire community 

with her actions and words. She is equally apt to turn the joke on herself and make fun of 

the fact that many peg her as a lesbian (not an uncommon assertion regarding powerful 

women). Of fellow comedian and Chelsea Lately writer Sarah Colonna, she says “I like 

Sarah a lot. Look how beautiful she looks in that top today. If I had my own strap on, I 

would do it with Sarah, if she wanted it” (E! 2011). Though she says she identifies as 
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heterosexual, she often alludes to or jokes about her own sexual fluidity. She appears to 

be equally supportive of all sexual identities and expressions. 

Handler is particularly quick to comment on women in popular culture, as the 

main focus of Chelsea Lately and its home network E! is tabloid and entertainment news. 

She states in one of her opening monologues: “Ever since Designing Women was 

cancelled, I‟ve had trouble finding television programming that empowered me as a 

woman” (E! 2010). In making comments such as this, even jokingly, she reveals that she 

is aware of the continued dearth of positive representations of women on television. She 

goes on to criticize a new reality television show that portrays flight attendants in a 

sexualized manner, and shows a clip in which the camera voyeuristically watches the 

women putting on their uniforms, which are so tight that their bras can be seen through 

barely buttoned shirts. As she tells the audience that planes are not a desirable place to 

work because people, including her, often pass gas while flying, Handler states “It‟s not a 

sexy job when your office is a pressurized aluminum tube of farts” (E! 2010). But 

through her commentary, she seems to be doing more than simply making fun of these 

women. Her message implies that women should not be presented as sex objects on the 

job, and that this representation of women in the media is not empowering. 

When her friend, singer and Chelsea Lately guest Natasha Bedingfield appeared 

on the show, she related an incident in which Handler and Bedingfield listened to 50 

Cent‟s song “You Could Be My Bitch” in the rapper‟s car. Bedingfield jokes “It‟s very 

feminist,” and Handler responds: “No, it‟s the opposite,” clearly demonstrating that she is 

politically aware and knows that popular culture often works in antithesis to the past and 
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continued efforts of feminist movements (E! 2010). Handler also supports other women 

in the entertainment industry who mentor women, such as MTV‟s Executive Vice-

President of Music and Talent Amy Doyle, who Handler honored at the ACLU of 

Southern California Bill of Rights Awards “for her work in expanding women‟s roles in 

the music industry” (Almendrala).  According to the Huffington Post article, Handler 

reportedly “drew a humorous parallel between herself and the honoree: „Mentoring 

young women is the whole reason I wrote a book about one-night stands!‟” Although this 

comment was made in jest, the idea that Handler inspires young women through her 

persona cannot be overlooked as just a joke. 

Audience analysis confirms that many female viewers do indeed look to Handler 

as a role model, or as someone who they feel they can identify with. Message board user 

“Beana803” said: “Thank you Chelsea for writing „My Horizontal Life‟. After reading 

this book, I decided that at 25 I had not even come close to the amount of fun Chelsea has 

had and decided to dump my deadbeat 4 year boyfriend and get down. Maybe I‟m 

slightly mentally challenged since it took this book to get me motivated....but hey, it 

worked” (E! Online). “LILLOCO” wrote “I‟m actually very impressed and enthusiastic 

about Chelsea Lately‟s E Show and I happen to think she is a very educated and 

empowering person on late night television these days” (E! Online). “AZValLady” said: 

“She is soooo real. Being a former Jersey Girl, I identify with her” (E! Online). While 

these and other comments do not specifically link Handler with feminism, they do reveal 

a tendency on the part of women to relate to her and see her as a positive influence. They 

also serve as examples of audience members making a dominant/preferred reading of the 
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text, taking away the message most likely intended by the producers. 

Other comments applauded Handler for making strides in what is recognized by 

viewers as a male-dominated genre. “Ynot” notes “Chelsea is great for late night...tired of 

only having men to watch after the news...keep up the good work...,” while “luvluvkelly” 

says “Thank you, Chelsea Handler, for proving that you do not need to have a penis to be 

entertaining after 10pm!” (E! Online). This is the attitude echoed by others in the media, 

including Katie Couric, a self-proclaimed “hopeless feminist,” who opened her 

CBSNews.com interview with Handler by calling her “the late night host giving the boys 

a run for their money.” Ironically, the only other comment that specifically associates 

Handler with feminism is one from a disgruntled message board user, “mike huntertz”. 

Angry over the negative comments Handler made about former vice presidential 

candidate and conservative pundit Sarah Palin, he writes: “Chelsea Man-dler is not at all 

funny, intellectual, nor remotely merits watching from anything other than the queens and 

ugly feminists that do tune her in” (E! Online). This comment appears to be more 

negotiated, as it recognizes Handler‟s intended appeal for women and gay men, even 

while rejecting it and offering a scathing critique. It also indicates that Handler is being 

read as explicitly feminist by some audiences, that she is disrupting hegemonic ideas 

about gender and sexuality, and that she is perhaps having a subversive effect as she 

ruffles feathers. In other instances, many comments focus on Handler‟s appearance in a 

negative way, saying that she looks old for her age, needs Botox or other plastic 

surgeries, or should improve her style. Those who make these comments, perhaps 

entirely unconsciously, are pointing to many of the factors that make her the “unruly 
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woman,” and much of what makes her empowering. 

Another image type that Handler fits into is “The Independent Woman,” whose 

oppositional social values are noted by Richard Dyer in his book Stars. Dyer describes 

this type as a woman who, both on- and off-screen, is “often signaled as being 

exceptional or extraordinary” and as “characterized by sexual ambiguity in their 

appearance and presentation” (66). He offers up Katherine Hepburn, Marlene Dietrich 

and Bette Davis as examples. At other times, Handler may also represent the 

“superfemale” and “superwoman” as defined by Mollie Haskell. Haskell describes the 

“superfemale” as “exceedingly „feminine‟ and flirtatious,” but “too ambitious and 

intelligent for the docile role society has decreed she play” (214).  Haskell differentiates 

the “superwoman” by describing her as having the same intelligence, imagination and 

femininity as the “superfemale,” but says she often takes on male characteristics in order 

to enjoy the privileges of men. We can certainly see how Handler may fit either or both 

of these types. Her sexually outrageous and forward style of femininity does challenge 

traditional roles. However, she may also play to male fantasies by “acting like one of the 

boys,” a theme I return to in later chapters. 

Handler also fits Camille Paglia‟s “vamp” and “tramp” images, which she 

describes as “sexual seductress” (xiii) ,“a sexually free woman…”  and even “the 

seasoned symbols of tough-cookie feminism” (xii). But while the vamp/tramp that Paglia 

speaks of is closer to the serious and less liberatory femme fatale, Handler‟s vamp/tramp 

is funny, a fact that may make her much more transgressive, and relates back to Davis 

and Rowe‟s definition of the “unruly woman” as sexual yet “less narrowly and negatively 
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defined” (Rowe 31). However, many female comedians have exhibited these 

characteristics and made use, consciously or not, of these image types. Handler comes 

from an undeniably long line of unruly, independent, superwoman-vamps in the genre of 

women‟s comedy, but has been the only one able to have the degree of success she has 

had in the late night comedy talk show genre. Therefore, in my next chapter I look 

beyond these images to explain her appeal, looking deeper into specific representations 

for mythic potencies and the power they continue to wield. 
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III. CHAPTER TWO 

In an article in The New Yorker from January 2011 on Oprah Winfrey‟s new 

television network OWN, a cartoon pictures Oprah sitting cross-legged, with six arms 

outstretched, holding cameras, scripts and other items, a red bindi in the center of her 

forehead, reminiscent of a Hindu goddess. Indeed, the caption reads “The goddess of 

daytime television extends her reach with the new twenty-four hour Oprah Winfrey 

Network” (Franklin). Clearly, there are women in television, film, music and other pop 

culture arenas who come to be understood as “Goddesses.” These women are considered 

by audiences and critics alike to have power and influence that make their image and 

persona stand out above the rest. 

In her book Goddesses and Monsters: Women, Myth, Power and Popular Culture, 

Jane Caputi writes: 

Popular culture serves as a repository of ancient and contemporary mythic and 

folkloric images and narratives, personalities, icons, and archetypes...Many of us 

are attracted to popular entertainments because these forms and stories—sensual, 

symbolically overblown, often vulgar (Cooper, 1995), and truly fantastic—allow 

us to enter, even in the midst of our organized, bureaucratic, and rationalist world, 

into a “dreamtime,” a state of consciousness characterized by the play of the 

mythic imagination. (Caputi 4) 

Although Goddess myths and imagery have been continuously suppressed under 

patriarchal religion and culture, these myths do not disappear. Rather, they take shape 

through new symbols and figures, and are most often channeled to us through popular 

figures, such as celebrity “Sex Goddesses” like Marilyn Monroe, or classic and regal 
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icons such as Princess Diana (Caputi 2004), as well as “darker” Goddesses like the 

monsters of many horror films. In this way, these powerful mythic images, albeit 

disguised and often distorted, continue to inspire and fuel our imaginations and help 

shape our ideologies. 

With the development of patriarchy and through the rewriting of myths to better 

serve patriarchal systems, the original concept of Goddess as the principle creative force, 

a feminine energy that encompassed both light and dark, life and death, was split. It was 

turned into “good” and “bad” oppositional figures such as the sex goddess or the death 

goddess; or, in contemporary imagery, the “good” girl or “bad” girl, the “princess” or the 

“femme fatale.” It can also be seen in the binary that perpetuates the sexual double 

standard, where women are considered either “virgins” or “whores,” put into oppositional 

and differently stigmatized categories based on their actual or perceived sexual behavior. 

This opposition, such as that between hegemonic masculinity and emphasized femininity, 

Caputi argues, continues into the other categories through which a dominating patriarchal 

culture defines and orders reality. She writes:  

A holistic, green, and gynocentric imagination seeks to restore to the divine (and 

to the self) those necessary aspects of the whole that have been demonized and 

made into the „other.‟ These include the feminine and the female, chaos, emotion, 

soul, age, animality, the depths, darkness, dirtiness, lowness, decay, illness, and 

natural death. Goddess/monster myth potentially inspires a revalorization of what 

is defamed as soft/feminine in males and bitchy/butchy in females. It recognizes 

masculinity and femininity not as ontologically opposite traits, but as mutual and 

even mutable traits, variations on the primally female nature of creation. 

(Caputi14) 

We know that women, gender variant and gay men were traditionally associated with 

Goddesses, including many female dieties‟ embodiments of both masculinity and 
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femininity, and with free-spirited and open acceptance of a variety of sexualities. 

Feminist scholars such as Mary Daly, Carol P. Christ and others have noted that as 

patriarchal religion has replaced Goddess with the white, male heterosexual God, women 

and gay men have lost much of their ability to see themselves as powerful, or as closely 

linked with or imaged as divine. Therefore, women and gay men have often turned to 

popular figures as an alternative to divinity. Influential and charismatic women such as 

Oprah Winfrey, diva figures such as Barbara Streisand or Cher, and female comedians 

like Kathy Griffin, Margaret Cho and now Handler have served this purpose, 

unconsciously drawing audiences in with the traits associated with female divinity. 

In the binary that separates light from dark and day from night, night and darkness 

are often constructed as the unknown, evil, sexual counterparts to the known, good, 

rational aspects of patriarchal society. In Borderlands/La Frontera, Gloria Anzaldua 

writes “Though darkness was „present‟ before the world and all things were created, it is 

equated with matter, the maternal, the germinal, the potential. The dualism of 

light/darkness did not arise as a symbolic formula for morality until primordial darkness 

had been split into light and dark” (21). Women have been associated with the night, the 

moon, and with darkness, that which is beneath day and light as associated with men. 

However, at the same time, women have also been discouraged from full participation in 

the night, told to fear the darkness as the harbinger of danger, particularly sexual 

violence. When it comes to television, women have been much more associated with 

daytime programming and have hosted shows during daylight hours for quite some time. 

Therefore, even while women have been associated with night and darkness, it is men 
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who have ruled the night and controlled the dark. 

 Nevertheless, Camille Paglia has dramatically declared that it is: “Vamps [who] 

are queens of the night, the primeval realm excluded and repressed by today‟s sedate 

middle-class professionals in their orderly blazing bright offices” (ix). Handler has 

definitely become the vamp/queen of late night television, a time slot that I believe lends 

to the mythic power of her image. As a late night talk show host, Handler is a before-

bedtime entertainer, appearing during a time when people have traditionally said their 

prayers and ritualistically watched hosts such as Johnny Carson, Jay Leno or David 

Letterman night after night as they wind down and drift off to sleep. Now more and more 

audience members—particularly young women and gay men—are performing this ritual 

with a female figure at the helm, helping them escape from the day-to-day patriarchal 

systems they inhabit and perhaps even more easily evoking that mythic imagination. 

In her article “Why Women Need the Goddess: Phenomenological, 

Psychological, and Political Reflections,” Carol P. Christ asks us to consider whether a 

focus on reclaiming Goddess imagery is just “a passing diversion, an escape from 

difficult but necessary political work? Or does the emergence of the symbol of Goddess 

among women have significant political and psychological ramifications for the feminist 

movement?” (274). Christ argues that religious or spiritual symbols have a powerful and 

lasting effect as they “create the inner conditions (deep-seated attitudes and feelings) that 

lead people to feel comfortable with or to accept social and political arrangements that 

correspond to the symbol system” (211). These symbols create “moods” and 

“motivations” that stir women to either act socially and politically on their own behalf 
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and for other women, or to serve the same old patriarchal order. Therefore, as women 

reject the patriarchal symbols that have devalued them and not recognized their power 

and connection to divinity, they must either create new symbols or reclaim old ones. Like 

Christ, I believe that we cannot simply reject the patriarchal religious symbols that have 

been used to subordinate women on a conscious, rational level. We must replace them, 

otherwise we are left with a void or a vacuum that is all too easily filled in again by the 

same or new patriarchal symbols.  

While Christ notes that there are many meanings of the Goddess, she highlights 

four aspects of Goddess symbolism: “the Goddess as affirmation of female power, the 

female body, the female will, and women‟s bonds and heritage” (213). She tells us that:   

The symbol of Goddess has much to offer women who are struggling to be rid of 

the “powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations” of devaluation 

of female power, denigration of the female body, distrust of female will, and 

denial of the women‟s bonds and heritage that have been engendered by 

patriarchal religion. As women struggle to create a new culture in which women‟s 

power, bodies, will, and bonds are celebrated, it seems natural that the Goddess 

would re-emerge as a symbol of the newfound beauty, strength and power of 

women. (218) 

Though Christ is referring more to classic images and symbols of Goddess, I believe 

Handler emanates all four of these aspects of Goddess symbolism in the different 

contemporary representations and images associated with her, and will use this 

understanding of Goddess symbolism to structure my analysis. Through her image and 

persona, Handler can therefore be effective in empowering and stirring young women, 

gay and non-patriarchal men to political action, helping them find the “moods” and 

“motivations” that Christ describes as necessary for feminist (and LGBT) activism, in 

that through Handler, they may begin to see themselves as powerful and divine.  
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In this chapter, I use the overall image and persona Handler has established 

through her stand-up, television show and books to perform this analysis, but hone in on 

the way that she is represented in three particular visual images, which I interpret as 

containing strong mythic themes, and ones suggesting female divinity. These images 

include one from Rolling Stone where she appears in black lingerie and leopard print 

boots as she breathes fire from her mouth. The next image is the cover of her third best-

selling memoir, Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang, on which she is seen lifting up her skirt 

with her dog Chunk staring up it from below. The third is a photo she took for the “I Am 

Equal Project,” a human rights photo campaign, in which she is pictured against the 

backdrop of outer space with a glowing halo of stars appearing around her head. I explore 

these images, along with other images, representations and aspects of Handler‟s persona, 

to show how she is repeatedly presenting herself or being represented using archetypal 

symbols of female divinity and power. 

“I’m probably a guy, but I like the crusade of a girl”: Handler as Gynandrous 

Goddess 

Handler, while blonde, blue-eyed and very feminine in some aspects of her 

presentation, also has broad shoulders, a gravelly voice, and a toughness about her that 

leads to a reading of her as embodying both masculine and feminine qualities. She may 

appear in heels and a dress one day and a plaid or flannel shirt and jeans the next. When 

asked about a potential film project in an article in Rolling Stone, Handler says “It‟d be 

more of a salty, gritty thing than the Sex and the City nonsense. I‟m kind of the anti-

woman person. I‟m probably a guy, but I like the crusade of a girl.” While some may 
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interpret calling herself an “anti-woman” person as the opposite of empowering, when 

we break down her statement we can see that this is not necessarily the case. Handler 

appears to be reacting to the notion that women are really more suited for and more 

drawn to romantic comedies and “chick flicks,” which often contain their own 

stereotypes and falsely masquerade as empowering under a thick veil of consumerist 

propaganda. But more than anything else, Handler here is noting the androgyny she 

embodies, admitting that she often comes across as masculine, but still telling us that she 

values and relates to the feminine. Her volatile persona often has her swearing at and 

chastising celebrities and her staff of fellow comedians and writers, while at the same 

time showering them with gifts and taking them on vacations. Patricia Hill Collins writes 

that in binary thinking, “difference is defined in oppositional terms. One part is not 

simply different from its counterpart; it is inherently opposed to its „other‟” (Black 

Feminist Thought, 70). Not only are these terms in opposition to each other, but they also 

“invariably imply relationships of superiority and inferiority, hierarchical bonds that 

mesh with political economies of race, gender and class oppression” (Collins 71). 

Handler, therefore, challenges this opposition and hierarchical imbalance, representing 

the dark and the light, the male and female, the liminal space between patriarchal 

binaries. 

Handler‟s sexuality, while admittedly heterosexual, also comes across as fluid as 

she alludes to sexual encounters with women and flirts with both male and female guests. 

On Chelsea Lately, she says “You could call me a lesbian. I‟ve lezzed it out a couple 

times [but] I‟m not a lesbian,” and “I embrace myself sexually and what I do on the 
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weekends, or a four day weekend” (E! 2010). In The Great Cosmic Mother: 

Rediscovering the Religion of the Earth, Monica Sjöö and Barbara Mor speak of the 

“bisexual, or gynandrous Great Mother,” and note that “creative women and men in all 

ages have found rigid heterosexuality in conflict with being fully alive and aware on all 

levels—sexual, psychic and spiritual—because it is a mental and emotional limitation, as 

well as a physical one” (67). Handler then, seems to reunite the separated aspects of the 

archetypal Goddess, honoring and maintaining those that have traditionally been valued 

as feminine, but also helping to restore those aspects that have been demoted or 

denigrated. Rather than defining Goddess here as a “real” being or entity, I define her as 

an archetype, or what feminist theologian and scholar Mary Daly calls “the deep Source 

of creative integrity in women” (111).  It is with this understanding that I turn to 

analyzing specific visual representations of Handler as a contemporary manifestation of 

Goddess. 

“The Most Feared Woman in Hollywood”: Handler as Sex/Love/Death Goddess 

 As Paglia tells us, while the “Sex Goddess” no longer appears in patriarchal 

religions, she is very much alive in Hollywood.  Our understanding of Sex Goddess 

today, however, is far different from the original incarnation. While today‟s Sex 

Goddesses are typically thought of as Hollywood actresses who conform to patriarchal 

standards of beauty and sexuality and are generally objectified in popular culture, the 

ancient Sex Goddess “inspires and emanates the „desire that generated the energy of the 

universe‟” (Wolkstein and Kramer, 1983,169, cited in Caputi, 325). The ancient Sex 

Goddess was both Mother and destroyer, and she could induce fear just as easily as lust 
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or love. Handler, who was dubbed by LA Direct Magazine and subsequent publications 

as “The Most Feared Woman in Hollywood,” channels the power of the archetypal Sex 

Goddess in her photo in Rolling Stone, used to promote her gig as the first woman in 

sixteen years to host the MTV Video Music Awards (the last was Roseanne Barr, and 

Handler was the second solo female host in the show‟s twenty-six year history). Next to 

the article title, “Dirty Slutty Funny,” the image of her standing with her legs apart, hand 

on hip, in black lingerie and leopard-print, high-heeled boots, a snarl on her face and a 

large puff of fire emanating from her mouth is meant to warn audiences that Handler is 

known for verbally attacking celebrities, many of whom she would come face-to-face 

with during the awards show. Yet more and more A-listers (including Jennifer Aniston, 

Susan Sarandon and Kevin Spacey, to name a few) flock to her show as guests, proving 

that as much as some may fear her, her show has become as likely a late-night venue to 

appear on as any male-hosted network show. Pictured in what is reminiscent of 

dominatrix attire, Handler‟s sexual persona is presented to us as in control, even 

somewhat fear-inducing. The fire represents her sharp tongue and wit, which are not 

typically associated with female sexuality. Here, she represents the darker, dominant side 

of sexuality rather than the submissive, traditionally feminine role or representation. 

Handler‟s brand of sexuality is perfectly represented by this Rolling Stone image. 

She represents the Sex/Love/Death Goddess in that she talks in great detail about her sex 

life, expressing herself as radically sex positive and unashamed. The word “Slutty” here, 

and in many other instances in Handler‟s work, has been reclaimed as part of her sex-

positive reclamation of women‟s right to have as much sex as they want without being  
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Fig. 1 Handler in Rolling Stone, September 16, 2010. Source: 

http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/photos/fall-tv-special-20100903/americas-favorite-

mean-girl-chelsea-handler-chelsea-lately-72354759  
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ashamed. She is lewd, quick-witted and seductive not only in body, but also through her 

use of language, which can be both harsh and inviting, as represented by the flames in the 

photo. She can talk about sex, including the so-called dirty details, and then easily switch 

back to the role of professional interviewer, therefore embodying and once again 

reuniting the split aspects of the Goddess. 

In her article “Cuntspeak: Words from the Heart of Darkness,” Jane Caputi says 

that “to aid in counteracting centuries of sexual sales, silencing, alienations, and 

shamings, it might be beneficial to gravitate to the loud, the impudent, the guttural, the 

base, the vulgar, the earthy, the shameless, reclaiming this territory for women and 

redefining it in the process” (Caputi 380) (emphasis hers). Handler certainly exhibits 

impudence (from pudendum, meaning vulva, which is in turn from pudere, meaning to 

feel shame), and her use of vulgarity and frequent references to her vulva/vagina, or 

“coslopus,” most definitely constitute her as a “cuntspeaker.” Caputi writes: 

[…] ladylike propriety enjoins girls and women to keep our minds and language 

„out of the gutter.‟  Yet that metaphorical site may well deserve our devotion.  

Frankly, in a phallocentric culture, it is inevitable that women speaking 

suppressed truths regarding our sex will be perceived as speaking a form of 

„gutter language,‟dirty, vulgar, impudent and shocking (Woolf, 1977, xxxix-

xxxx).  Yet, impudent is exactly what we should be. (Caputi 7) 

Handler, breathing fire with her legs spread in this image, is the shocking, unabashedly 

vulgar and impudent sex Goddess. Those who criticize her as being classless or low-brow 

may not only be opposing her for moral reasons, but may also be fearful of the sexual 

woman unafraid and unwilling to deny her body and desires. “The powers of the mind are 

akin, not opposed, to the powers of sex,” Caputi writes (Goddesses and Monsters, 386). 
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In this image, Handler represents the affirmation of female power and the female body, as 

referenced by Carol Christ in her understanding of Goddess symbolism. As Christ writes, 

“Women were denigrated because they seemed more carnal, fleshy and earthy than 

culture-creating males,” and still are treated this way in pornography and media images 

that depict women as sexual objects rather than subjects (214). However, as the powerful, 

dominant, impudent and unashamed Sex Goddess, Handler helps to reclaim sexuality for 

women as a force that does not have to objectify and silence us, but allows us to think 

and speak our truth.  

Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang as The Bitch Goddess/Goddess of Obscenity  

If Handler is the Sex Goddess, she is also the Goddess for offbeat, loud, funny 

women who refuse to take themselves too seriously. On the cover of her third best-selling 

book, Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang, Handler appears smiling widely in a white bustier 

and black skirt, standing with her legs spread once again as she lifts the skirt teasingly. 

From below the skirt and between her legs, her dog Chunk lies on the ground and stares 

up at her vulva. Two separate yet related Goddess myths are evoked in this image: The 

Bitch Goddess and the Goddess of Obscenity. 

 In The Woman’s Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets, Barbara Walker tells us that 

the term “Bitch” was “one of the most sacred titles of the Goddess Artemis-Diana,” who 

often appeared as a dog or in the company of dogs (109). As Caputi writes, “This ancient, 

powerful Bitch is the sacred archetype behind the contemporary profanity, reflecting fear 

of the „bitch goddess‟ (as well as the sexually sovereign, creative autonomous woman) 

(378). Handler is often called a bitch, as her nasty, scorching humor and brutal honesty  
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Fig. 2 Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang Book Cover, 2010. Source: 

http://www.powells.com/cgi-bin/extra_images?isbn=9780446552448  
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earn her the epithet, which she appears to wear proudly. Many strong, opinionated, 

outspoken women have been called bitches, and the word has even been reclaimed by 

some feminists (i.e. Bitch magazine
3
). Although it continues to be used against women, 

some would argue that considering its origin as a name for a powerful Goddess, 

reclaiming the word and the attitude behind it can be empowering. 

But the connection between Handler and The Bitch Goddess does not stop there. 

Handler adopted Chunk shortly before publishing Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang. She 

brings him to work with her nearly every day, has him appear in skits on her show, and 

even created a Twitter account for him, through which he lovingly (and bitchily) refers to 

her as “mom” in many snarky comments. Walker tells us “In Christian terms, „son of a 

bitch‟ was considered insulting not because it meant a dog, but because it meant a devil—

that is, a spiritual son of the pagan Goddess” (109). When the Goddess became feared, 

demoted and denigrated under patriarchal Christianity, the terms “Bitch” and “son of a 

bitch” became insults. Yet behind this insult, there is still an admittance of the power the 

Goddess holds, or else there would not be such fear and repression associated with her. 

Clearly the connection between the Goddess Diana appearing with dogs and Chelsea‟s 

connection with her own dog is undeniable, when considering that her powerful, sexually 

sovereign, creative and autonomous nature accompany this image. 

Handler‟s pose also directly revives the myth of Baubo, “…the Goddess of 

Obscenity, who is associated with lewd jokes and the exposure of the vulva. Baubo‟s 

                                                             
3
 Bitch Magazine (1996-present) states on their website (www.bitchmagazine.org) that “Bitch Media's 

mission is to provide and encourage an empowered, feminist response to mainstream media and popular 

culture.” 

 

http://www.bitchmagazine.org/
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name is said to derive from a word meaning a body cavity, belly, womb, vulva” (Caputi 

382), and also “alternately, from a word meaning the „bark of a dog,‟ belly being 

colloquially synonymous with vulva and with the dog being the source of another term 

for the vulva (Zeitlin, 1982, 144)” (“Cuntspeak,” Caputi 11). In the “Revolutionary 

Power of Women‟s Laughter,” Joanna Isaak says that “…when she finds Demeter in deep 

mourning over the death of her daughter, [Baubo] lifts her skirts and exposes herself, 

causing Demeter to laugh” (Isaak25). The connection between Handler‟s image and the 

myth is undeniable. Handler uses her sexuality, here by bawdily and humorously 

referring to her vulva, in order to reclaim some of the power lost when women‟s power to 

represent their own sexuality has been appropriated and objectified. Again representing 

Christ‟s concept of Goddess as an affirmation of female power, the female body, and the 

female will, Handler‟s sexually bold and cheeky stance harkens back to a time when 

women‟s sexuality was thought of as a powerful, even spiritual force. In describing the 

work of feminist artist Spero, who has used similar mythic symbols, Isaak says:  

These images have the opposite effect of fetishized images of women; they are 

not engaged in a cover-up. The laughter they provoke, like the laughter of the 

carnival, defeats the fears of the unknown. What was powerful or taboo or 

frightening in ordinary life is turned into amusing or ludicrous monstrosities 

(Isaak26).  

Handler once again is able to take the powers of sex, laughter and representation back for 

women, challenging the fear of women‟s sexuality as insatiable or out of control, and the 

stereotypes of sexual women as vapid and humorless except when posed as the object of 

sexist jokes. This comedic stance is not only humorous, but also serves an important 

function as “sacred striptease that is both comic and deeply serious” (Caputi 383).  

Perhaps as Baubo saved the world by getting Demeter to smile and restore the green of 
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spring, Handler works to save women from the objectifying, often violent and self-esteem 

reducing images with which we are all too frequently asked to identify. With images like 

this, women are given an alternative figure to aspire or relate to, which is not only sexual, 

but funny and divine. 

“I Am Equal:” Handler’s Love for Her Mother and Other Goddess Qualities 

Richard Dyer describes promotional materials as “texts which were produced as 

part of the deliberate creation/manufacture of a particular image or image-context for a 

particular star” and as “probably the most straightforward of all the texts which construct 

a star image, in that it is the most deliberate, direct, intentioned and self-conscious (which 

is not to say that it is by any means entirely any of those things)” (Dyer 68). While all of 

the images described thus far are technically promotional, none are as directly self-

conscious as Handler‟s image for the “I Am Equal Project,” a photo project created by 

Jason Beckett and international photographer Matt Spencer, which is: 

[A]imed at giving people from all walks of life the opportunity to take a stand for 

those individual issues of human rights and equality that resonate most deeply 

within them. This project gives people the tools to engage in a conversation about 

life, freedom, peace, and unity in a way they may never have had 

before…Everyone who takes part in this project is given a unique and custom tool 

in the form of a photo that they can share across the world as an invitation to all 

people to engage and see the world in a new way. This project is open to all 

people and costs nothing to participate. Simply raise your hand in support of 

changing the world. Together, we can make a difference. 

(blog.iamequalproject.org) 

Handler‟s “I Am Equal Project” photo story, one of many photos and photo stories 

featured on the site, was either put together by herself or in conjunction with her 

promotional team. It shows her in a white and yellow t-shirt, simple make-up, hair 
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Fig. 3 Handler‟s image for the “I Am Equal Project,” September 6, 2010. Source: 

http://blog.iamequalproject.org/chelsea-handler/   
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 pushed back. She raises her right hand (with the words “i am” and an equal sign painted 

on it in black) amid a celestial backdrop of stars, which appear denser around her head, 

like a halo. This image, in addition to those more immediately loaded with archetypal 

symbols, also channels aspects of ancient Goddess religions and woman-centered 

spirituality, such as female autonomy, creativity, and the reclaiming of female intuition 

and wisdom as valid knowledge sources.  

Many Goddesses have been portrayed among the stars, and this particular image 

may be reminiscent of Astarea, or “Starry One,” the Roman title for the Libyan Goddess 

of holy law, a “celestial virgin.” While “virgin” in the sense that we currently think of it 

would not fit Handler‟s persona or image, the original meaning of virgines, or vestal 

virgins, meant “women who vowed never to marry because they were brides of the spirit 

of Rome.” They were especially despised by Christians who feared their “magic female 

powers” (Walker 1046). This description is a better fit for Handler, who waivers between 

being adamantly against marrying and being ambivalent about the topic, but insists on 

always maintaining her autonomy.  

Along with LGBT rights, animal rights and autism organizations, Handler chose 

to use her photo story to support Susan G. Komen for the Cure. Handler‟s mother died 

after a sixteen year battle with cancer in 2006, and she chose to speak about her mother in 

the text for the photo story. She writes: 

My mother, Rita Handler, was an amazing woman: considerate, caring, 

kindhearted and joyful… She was a true leader and demonstrated the genuine 

power of a woman‟s courage…She taught me the power of female influence: 

express what you think, be who you are, and follow your intuition. Being myself, 

speaking my truth, and trusting who I am got me to where I am today, and I have 
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my mother to thank for it. Even though I never got to share my success alongside 

my mother in person, I get to experience something even better in witnessing her 

presence, spirit, and influence continue to grow stronger through the countless 

people she touched. (Handler, “I Am Equal Project”) 

It is here that Handler relates to Christ‟s fourth aspect of Goddess symbolism—the 

affirmation of women‟s bonds and heritage. Christ says men have typically created the 

myths and stories valued in our culture, and  

they have written about women almost exclusively in their relations to men. The 

celebrations of women‟s bonds to each other, as mothers and daughters, as 

colleagues and co-workers, as sisters, friends, and lovers, is beginning to occur in 

new literature and culture created by women in the women‟s movement (218).  

Handler‟s love and respect for her mother, as well as her valuing of female influence and 

intuition, once again relate her to qualities associated with female spirituality and 

divinity.  

American Indian feminist scholar Paula Gunn Allen writes:  

At Laguna, one of several of the ancient Keres gynocratic societies of the 

region, your mother‟s identity is the key to your own identity...naming 

your own mother (or her equivalent) enables people to place you precisely 

within the universal web of your life, in each of its dimensions: cultural, 

spiritual, personal, and historical. (209) 

Allen discusses the importance of remembering not only our actual mother, but the 

generations of women and the culture from which we come. She says that as our current 

American culture replaced traditional Native American practices and beliefs with 

Eurocentric ones, we have moved away from the idea that it is important to remember 

where you come from, and moved more towards the idea that those who wish to get 

ahead or achieve greatness must leave behind their origins in order to succeed. However, 

as Allen notes, forgetting the mother or the culture that you came from may cause us to 
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reinvent the wheel. This has been particularly true when it comes to feminism and its 

goals of subverting patriarchy for a more egalitarian or even woman-centered society. 

Allen says “Indians did not confine this belief in the central importance of female energy 

to matters of worship. Among many of the tribes…this belief was reflected in all of their 

social institutions” (212). Women served as leaders in these societies, and so Allen asks 

us to remember that it is not impossible to live in a society “that empowered women and 

made that empowerment the basis of its rules of civilization,” as it has existed and can 

exist again (213). Perhaps in remembering her own mother and positing herself as a 

leader, Handler can help us remember our importance, the centrality of woman rule and 

female energy, and the potential to use this for change. 

 Handler goes on in the photo story to encourage her audience to make use of their 

own powers, writing: 

Life is about taking chances, and the people with the most gifts have a 

responsibility to themselves and those they can inspire, to take those chances. You 

never know how many people you end up paving a path for.You, my dear reader, 

are an incredibly gifted person, in many ways. All avenues must be explored. 

Always remember this and stay true to your goals and above all, to your perfect 

little face. The world is waiting for you! (Handler, “I Am Equal Project”) 

Here, Handler once again channels the aspects of Goddess symbolism related to female 

power and will. Christ says that “The emphasis on the will is important for women, 

because women traditionally have been taught to devalue their wills, to believe that they 

cannot achieve their will through their own power, and even to suspect that the assertion 

of will is evil” (216). Not only does Handler recognize feminine strength and power in 
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her mother and in herself, but she asks her audience to share in and acknowledge it within 

themselves as well.  

This attitude is also recognized by the female comedians who she employs and 

supports on her show. In a stand-up routine for “The Comedians of Chelsea Lately Tour” 

in Miami in October 2010, comedian and frequent Chelsea Lately roundtable guest Loni 

Love ended her set by adamantly and emotionally proclaiming her appreciation for 

Handler‟s support of female comedians. Perhaps serving as a sort of “comedy mother” to 

other up-and-coming women in stand-up, Handler is helping to even the playing field for 

women in comedy, who continue to hold less writing jobs or garner as many gigs as male 

comedians, though strides are being made. Perhaps she is also passing on a culture or 

heritage of women‟s comedy, and empowerment through comedy, to the next generation 

of female comedians and female audiences. 

 Audience members also noted the empowering message Handler shares here. In 

the comments under the photo project, “Nour Taha” writes “All I want to tell you is that, 

even if it doesn‟t really matter to you, you‟ve been a huge impact in my life…!! No 

matter how the word is turning upside down for me, your the first person I got to when 

I‟m seeking for a smile on my face ..!!” (blog.iamequalproject.org). This statement 

highlights the importance Handler plays in the lives of many women, who do not just 

look to her as a source of entertainment, but are genuinely invested in and empowered by 

her persona, using her to help them find strength in their own lives. Another commenter, 

“Stacey,” says: “Your an inspiration to women everywhere… You don‟t care what 

people think, you don‟t care what people say, you just say what you feel and don‟t think 
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twice about it. More women today need to be instilled with that kind of confidence.” 

(blog.iamequalproject.org). “Sharona Marcocci Moffatt” writes: “…you ARE paving the 

way for women who want to speak their minds and not be afraid to be who they are. If I 

were your mom, I would be beaming with pride!!!! You are a beautiful, intelligent, 

amazing and a fearless woman who is making a difference!!! You are my all time 

favorite woman on TV…” (blog.iamequalproject.org). These comments seem to be 

taking a dominant/preferred approach to Handler‟s intention with the photo story and to 

her overall persona. In another comment, “Tina” writes: “Yep.. this is why I love 

Chelsea… behind your sick, twisted and amazing sense of humor there is a root and true 

brilliance to what you have accomplished… I appreciate how you can be yourself and 

then some. It is really difficult for girls to be themselves these days… I am raising a 7 

year spunky sassy beauty and I am working hard everyday to „keep her real‟… you have 

inspired me… Thank you” (blog.iamequalproject.org). In this comment, “Tina” seems to 

offer a more negotiated reading, as she notes the contradiction that sometimes arises 

between Handler‟s brand of humor and her political messages. All of these comments 

make it clear that Handler is having an impact on women‟s lives. Whether they recognize 

the mythic potency she represents or not, I argue that the effect that she has—inspiring 

them to embrace their identities, speak their truth, and pass that knowledge and 

empowerment on to other women—is drawn from mythic elements and Goddess 

archetypes. 
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Contradictions: Handler Gets Naked for Playboy and Allure 

In his book The Star System: Hollywood’s Production of Popular Identities, Paul 

McDonald says that  

[R]eading stars as images involves close analysis of the signs presented by stars 

on-screen in their performances but also the other texts that relate to the star 

through publicity and promotions. As this work has developed, it has been the 

main concern to see how those images can be seen to relate to the social and 

historical conditions in which they emerge. (2)  

Handler emerges at a time when there is an ebb as well as a backlash in feminism. We are 

now in a period dubbed by the media as “postfeminism,” which promotes the idea that 

feminism has largely reached its goals, equality has been achieved, and the political 

movement has become outdated and unnecessary. Handler herself contributed to this 

ideology when in response to being asked if she was a feminist, she replied “I feel like 

focusing on the idea of feminism is saying that we haven‟t achieved it yet. I believe in 

behaving at a level and having people meet you at a level that says: „I‟m a very highly 

functioning woman‟” (TresSugar.com). Yet amidst the ebb and backlash, I argue that 

women, gay and non-misogynistic men are not only craving feminism, but are craving 

female divinity in a patriarchal world that continues to oppress them and to only 

recognize “God the Father,” and actual fathers and sons, as rightful and dominant leaders. 

However, we must question whether the Goddess representations that Handler 

affects and which I describe here are entirely positive, as some representations of Handler 

could be interpreted as the appropriation of female divinity and sexuality for patriarchal 

male pleasure and exploitation. The image of her in restrictive black lingerie and heels in 

Rolling Stone, while certainly reminiscent of the powerful Sex Goddess, may just as 
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readily serve as an image of the patriarchal pop culture Sex Goddess who has been 

appropriated and then “…straightened out…scorned as Jezebel and whore, made into a 

pornographic object to be stripped, spread, surveyed, sold, and even snuffed. 

[Meanwhile] The Bitch Goddess becomes the high-heeled and tightly bound dominatrix, 

safely contained in a pornographic dungeon” (Caputi 19).  Indeed, the pornified Handler 

may in some ways also convey an image of the pornified Goddess, a further demotion of 

the female divine. If the original images of female divinity had to be turned into 

pornography in order to facilitate the rise of a male God, do portrayals of women as 

Goddesses (most often Sex Goddesses) help or hurt the cause of reclaiming feminine 

divine power? While the images mentioned above do contain undeniable Goddess 

symbolism, some of them may also be interpreted as cases where Goddess imagery is 

distorted and objectified, used to perpetuate stereotypes or turned into pornographic 

imagery in order to keep women and the feminine principle in subordination to men. 

Most notable of these is Handler‟s spread in Playboy.  

Handler appeared on the cover and in the pages of Playboy in December 2009. On 

the cover, she is seen in a tan bikini and knee high boots. She smiles, with one hand up 

near her ear, the other near the strings of her bikini bottom, which appears to be coming 

undone. There is a candy cane pulling her off the page by yanking at her bottom (a nod to 

comedians getting yanked off-stage by a cane). Inside the magazine, she appears clothed 

in short, tight dresses amidst various scenes of holiday chaos, as the title of the spread 

and accompanying article (which she penned) is “Chelsea Handler‟s Guide to the 

Holidays”. One photo shows her sitting fully clothed in a dress and apron on a kitchen  
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Fig. 4 Playboy Cover, December 2009. Source: 

http://www.eonline.com/uberblog/b151291_chelsea_handler_playboys_biggest_issue.ht
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Fig. 5 Handler and Chuy in Playboy, December 2009. Source: 

http://x63.xanga.com/00ff4b3b15c32258600489/b205871410.png 

http://x63.xanga.com/00ff4b3b15c32258600489/b205871410.png
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Fig. 6 Handler in Playboy, 2009. Source: http://www.shabooty.com/wp-

content/uploads/2009/11/Satellite.jpg 
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Fig. 7 Handler and Chuy in Playboy, 2009. Source: 

http://x99.xanga.com/cd4f2b3115c30258600491/b205871412.png 
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counter with a holiday meal surrounding her (including a turkey stuffed with Vicodin). 

She has a wide grin on her face and a large dollop of whipped cream in hand as Chuy 

looms above her, smiling with a rolling pin in his hands. In another photo, she appears to 

be at a reenactment of the Chelsea Lately office Christmas party. The decorations include 

the words “Ho Ho Ho” in red and green on the far back wall (perhaps a sexual pun on 

“ho” or “whore”). Handler stands in a tight pink dress with her legs spread on top of a 

copy machine, alluding to the act of taking pictures of her vulva. In the caption, Handler 

tells us “At Chelsea Lately I‟ve tried to encourage a pro-drinking environment, not just 

for parties but as a general rule.” Beneath her, the men and women in the office cubicles 

appear in various states of undress, drunkenness and seemingly just disengaged from 

sexual encounters. In another photo, she sits beneath a Christmas tree, which she appears 

to have decorated and which has since caught on fire. 

The idea of appearing in Playboy, which is viewed by most feminists as soft core 

pornography that objectifies women, may be understood as antithetical to Handler‟s 

otherwise progressive persona. The cover shot particularly serves as an instance where 

although it is self-imposed, she is sexually objectified and literally silenced (although the 

photos are accompanied by an article from Handler in which she discusses her sexual and 

otherwise unruly antics as she gives advice on throwing a holiday party). As Anne Hole 

writes of British comedian Dawn French, when the “unruly woman” becomes sexual 

object, she loses her voice and her potential to be disruptive (Hole 320). True, Handler 

does appear more naked in the pages of Allure (a women‟s beauty magazine), in their 

“Nude Issue” from April 2009, in which she poses lounging on a couch, fully nude with  
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Fig. 8 Handler in Allure, April 21, 2009. Source: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/04/13/naked-padma-lakshmi-chels_n_186090.html 
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one leg bent and her arms curled up over her chest to cover her nipples as she looks 

seductively and devilishly as the camera. The photo, while still employing patriarchal 

tropes and sexualized poses, may be less objectifying if the point is to show women who 

are comfortable in their own skin. However, even while appearing in a women‟s 

magazine, the photo appears to be shot from a male gaze—as are most images we see of 

women in popular culture and the media. The images appear ultimately to aim to please 

the male spectator more than they aim to empower women. Because the sexualization is 

not performed ironically or in a way that challenges sexist, sexualizing and objectifying 

traditions, Handler‟s unruly character and power are not entirely lost, but perhaps 

diminished in these instances. 

One could still interpret these images as sex positive, if coming from that branch 

of feminism that believes women choosing to strip can be empowering. Caputi, however, 

explains why this belief is misleading: 

Significantly, the signs and gestures of cuntspeak superficially resemble those of 

pornography—the goddess or priestess with spread legs, the focus on the cunt, the 

striptease, the obscene joking.  These surface correspondences between the signs 

of cuntspeak and those of pornography do not reflect some implicit or explicit 

female power or feminist practice behind stripping, prostitution or pornography as 

these are practiced and defined in patriarchy. To the contrary, these practices 

manifest the patriarchal appropriation of cunctipotent signs and gestures. Those 

feminist artists, performers, and entrepreneurs who seek to take back and reinvent 

female erotic practice and representation, to advocate and educate for female 

sexual sovereignty (Chalker, 2000), have to take great care to ensure that they do 

not end up feeding the phallic demand for objectification, disconnection, and 

deception.” (“Cuntspeak,” Caputi13) (emphasis mine)  

When set in the context of Playboy, the act of stripping or posing for these photos is far 

less empowering than the other images I analyze here, as in Playboy the stripping is 

“practiced and defined in patriarchy.” The images in Playboy still represent and manifest 
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Goddess potencies and impudence (taking photos of one‟s vulva with a copy machine is 

rather bold and shameless). They still may relate to the reclaiming of sexual power and 

Christ‟s assertion of Goddess symbolism as the “affirmation of female power, the female 

body, the female will…” (213). However, they ultimately end up “feeding the phallic 

demand,” substituting objectification for sovereign sexual representation and serving the 

patriarchal male spectator/voyeur rather than the female audience craving alternative 

representations of female sexuality and divinity.  

 These photos also align Handler with postfeminist ideology, which evokes 

feminism in its representations of women as empowered, sexually and otherwise, but at 

the same time discounts feminism and constructs it as past and unnecessary. The power 

reflected in these photos, while drawing on Goddess potencies, appears to also exploit 

these potencies in order to claim empowerment and agency through posing and stripping 

in patriarchal contexts that, according to postfeminism, would no longer be sexist and 

degrading. Therefore, some of Handler‟s use of Goddess symbolism may in some ways 

fuel the dismantling of feminism. If an autonomous, successful, powerful woman who 

channels Goddess archetypes and is being read as such can pose for Playboy and pose 

nude in other venues, feminism appears to have done its job, to have given women 

enough equality and power that they no longer need to challenge the sexist meanings of 

these contexts. Rather, they may choose to participate in them without issue, from a 

postfeminist perspective. 

In his book Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics, 

Jose Esteban Munoz explores a particular method used by queer comedians of color to 
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challenge dominant images that have been oppressive.  Rather than identification with the 

dominant imagery and ideology, or counteridentification (which really strengthens and 

counterdetermines the dominant imagery by becoming its foil), “Disidentification is the 

third mode of dealing with dominant ideology, one that neither opts to assimilate within a 

structure nor strictly opposes it; rather, disidentification is a strategy that works on and 

against dominant ideology” (Munoz 11). It is through disidentification that queer women 

of color comedians are able to evoke the stereotypes that have oppressed them, but rather 

than identifying with them, exploit them in order to deconstruct their hegemonic power. 

Munoz writes: 

Disidentification is about recycling and rethinking encoded meanings. The 

process of disidentification scrambles and reconstructs the encoded message of a 

cultural text in a fashion that both exposes the encoded message‟s universalizing 

and exclusionary machinations and recircuits its workings to account for, include, 

and empower minority identities and identifications. Thus, disidentification is a 

step further than cracking open the code of the majority; it proceeds to use this 

code as raw material for representing a disempowered politics or positionality that 

has been rendered unthinkable by the dominant culture. (31) 

To explain the concept of disidentification and to give an example of its use, Munoz 

highlights the work of comedian Marga Gomez, a Puerto Rican/Cuban American, lesbian 

comedian. Munoz notes how Gomez deploys stereotypes in order to reclaim them as 

desirable. In her work, she reclaims the image of the truck driving, butch lesbian. While 

this could be considered a controlling, negative image, it is also one with which pre-

Stonewall
4
 lesbians in particular desired and identified. Therefore, in order to reclaim 

subjectivity and agency, Gomez resurrects this symbol and breathes new life into it, 

                                                             
4 The Stonewall Riots (New York City, 1969) were a series of riots that began in response to police raids 

and attacks on gay and lesbian bars, clubs and other spaces. The Stonewall Riots are named after one such 

raid that took place at The Stonewall Inn, and is typically cited as the beginning of the contemporary gay 

rights movement. 
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taking power away from those who would use it against lesbians. As Munoz writes, “Her 

performance permits the spectator, often a queer who has been locked out of the halls of 

representation or rendered a static creature there, to imagine a world where queer lives, 

politics, and possibilities are representable in their complexity” (Munoz 1). Outright 

rejection of the stereotype would mean denying and rejecting part of lesbian history, one 

that should not be ignored or forgotten, even if parts of it are painful. Munoz notes that 

disidentification may not work for all minority or marginalized groups at all times and 

places as an adequate form of resistance, acknowledging that more direct forms of protest 

are often necessary. However, as a “strategy of resistance or survival,” disidentification is 

being employed by many queer women of color comedians to challenge and replace 

existing controlling images, working to take back the power of representation from the 

dominant culture (Munoz 5). 

 Munoz , then, may give us another way to recuperate these images of Handler 

with his concept of disidentification. Munoz describes instances where marginalized or 

oppressed groups use stereotypes or images that have traditionally been used against 

them in order to take the power of those controlling images back from dominant, 

hegemonic forces. Munoz says that:  

[I]nstead of buckling under the pressures of dominant ideology (identification, 

assimilation) or attempting to break free of its inescapable sphere 

(counteridentification, utopianism), this „working on and against‟ is a strategy that 

tries to transform a cultural logic from within, always laboring to enact permanent 

structural change while at the same time valuing the importance of local or 

everyday struggles of resistance. (Munoz 11) 

Typically, posing in Playboy signifies objectification in one of its most blatant patriarchal 

forms. Celebrities that pose range from porn stars to A-list Hollywood actresses; but 
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whatever their status, the effect is the same. Some make statements saying that by taking 

off their clothes for the magazine, they are teaching women how to be comfortable in 

their own skin. However, what they are more often than not teaching women is to be 

comfortable in their skin in poses and scenarios designed for the pleasure of men, serving 

a male gaze and male fantasies, and not necessarily designed to make the woman herself 

feel autonomously sexual and powerful. The language that accompanies these images 

(filled with sexual puns and innuendo, as is the case with Handler‟s holiday spread) 

typically aids in the pornographic objectification of the woman posing. That said, 

Handler‟s photos, while encompassing some of these aspects, do not fully fit the 

description of your typical Playboy centerfold. There is no full frontal nudity, and she has 

said she would not do full frontal, mainly because she would not want her father and 

brothers to see it (E! 2010).  In making this comment, Handler objects to the idea of full 

frontal nudity based on impending embarrassment, but does not necessarily recognize 

how the images, including the ones that she did take, continue to feed sexist stereotypes 

of women and the patriarchal appetite for women‟s objectification and subjugation. 

The motifs employed in the photos are in line with her “unruly woman,” party girl 

image, in that she is not just laid out, naked and exposed, blankly staring at her viewer. In 

her guide to the holidays and the photos that accompany it, she appears to not fit the 

idealized, traditional version of femininity as able to put together a seamless holiday 

gathering. The pills stuffed into the turkey and the tree that has caught on fire symbolize 

her unruliness and inability to fit into the standard, patriarchal roles for women. She is 

always in action, and appears dominant throughout the spread, particularly in the photo 
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where she is standing on the copy machine. She may be calling upon the stereotype of the 

“bitch boss,” the woman in charge who runs a tight ship, or the “ball breaker” who is to 

be more feared and mocked than respected by her employees. This is a trope that is 

frequently called upon in skits and jokes on Chelsea Lately. Here and in those instances, 

Handler may be disidentifying with this stereotype in order to take back the power from 

those who would use it against her and other women in positions of leadership. By doing 

this in Playboy, she may be sending the message to the patriarchal male spectator that 

women can be sexual, dominant and still be taken seriously in the workplace, though the 

context may ultimately turn this image into a fetish rather than an actual symbol of 

liberation. 

Perhaps these Playboy images, like Third Wave feminism‟s revaluing of stripping 

and burlesque, could be attempting to dismantle the dominant structure from within in an 

attempt to use that structure to its advantage, particularly since each image contains 

elements that are slightly off from the typical, completely submissive models. They may 

help lay the groundwork for others to actually dismantle the system, helping to chip away 

at the foundation. However, they cannot be the end-all be-all of resistance. Those who 

work from outside the system to try to change it are also necessary (i.e. radical 

feminists).Therefore, anyone working from within who tries to deny the validity or 

continued necessity of feminism (i.e. postfeminism) is helping more to maintain the 

patriarchal system rather than disrupt it. If Handler wishes to present herself as an 

empowering figure for women, gender-variant and gay men, she may want to rethink 
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images that give some of the power she appears to have worked so hard to reclaim back 

to the oppressors. 

Images are not the only area that Handler may want to reconsider, or more 

carefully construct, as she continues to market a progressive persona. In my next chapter, 

I return to Handler‟s overall persona, as well as her use of language and specific jokes 

relating to women and other marginalized groups. I will focus particularly on instances 

where the jokes seem to walk the line between sexist/racist humor and feminist 

deployment of disidentification. In particular, I will explore the discussion of rape, sexual 

harassment, race and disability in her work. 
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IV. CHAPTER THREE 

Despite the aspects of Handler‟s persona that can be read as empowering and her 

potential to be read as feminist, she also seems to fit well within the category of 

postfeminism. I employ Yvonne Tasker and Diane Negra‟s expansive understanding of 

postfeminism to analyze the contradictory elements of her image and performance. They 

write that postfeminism “signals more than a simple evolutionary process whereby 

aspects of feminism have been incorporated into popular culture...it also simultaneously 

involves an „othering‟ of feminism...its construction as extreme, difficult, and 

unpleasurable” (Tasker and Negra 4). It is an ideology that works to invalidate the 

continued use of the term feminism, making it almost unspeakable in popular culture, 

even as it evokes and relies on it. This postfeminism exchanges outright, radical feminist 

politics for a popular, “girl power” version of feminism that makes those who continue to 

critique patriarchal systems and institutions seem angry, repressed, and unable to keep up 

with what is now believed to be a fair-playing field or meritocracy. 

Handler‟s frequent use of the terms “bitch,” “whore” and “slut,” her appearance in 

Playboy, and her reluctance to call herself a feminist while incorporating strong feminist 

themes in her work seem to signal a shift towards postfeminism in women‟s comedy. 

While comedians like Margaret Cho and Roseanne Barr have adamantly and 

unapologetically identified as feminist, proudly aligning themselves with the women‟s 

movement and using their acts to critique gender inequity, Handler continues the trend of
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promoting progressive politics in her work, but shies away from seeing herself as an 

activist within the women‟s movement. Instead, she seems to cater more to LGBT 

organizations and causes. This shift— also evident in Third-wave feminism, queer and 

gender studies—marks a marginalization of women‟s issues and feminist discourse in the 

academy, activism and the media. 

According to Judith Lorber in Gender Inequality, Third-wave feminists frequently 

use the term “girl” to refer to women. The “girlie culture,” with its re-valuing of 

traditional femininity that has been challenged and often rejected by second wave 

feminism, is reclaimed by Third-wavers. Bisexuality, sexual fluidity and “outrageous 

sexual openness” also characterize many Third-wave feminists, and all of these are 

themes found consistently in Handler‟s work. However, Lorber also writes that “White 

and Black third-wavers shrug off the remnants of sexism, sexual harassment, and 

patriarchal privilege. Their battles are against restrictions on procreative choice, AIDS, 

racism, homophobia, and economic inequalities…” (284). While these other battles are of 

course just as valid and necessary and are indeed part of feminist activism, it is in this 

way that Third-wavers often attempt to distance themselves from the struggles of the 

feminists who have come before them, eschewing the idea that there is still an 

overwhelming amount of sexism to be fought against in the workplace and in other 

systems and aspects of everyday life.  

Third-wavers revel in their right to sexual freedom and often reject critiques of 

men and masculinity, heterosexual relationships, pornography, and anything that they 

feel might restrict their individual choices. Therefore, they often look past issues that 
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pertain solely or predominantly to women and instead use their feminism to fight other 

areas of social injustice. As Lorber writes, “They have expanded feminism to encompass 

all kinds of political battles, ironically harking back to the liberal feminist claims that 

„human rights are women‟s rights.‟ Humanity once again absorbs womanhood, and 

gender is still the taken-for-granted ground of social life” (300). In many ways, this 

denial of or diminished focus on the continued inequalities that face women and 

reluctance to identify with the word “feminism” as linked with the second wave bleeds 

into and leads to postfeminism. I argue that the prevalence of sexual harassment, rape and 

other issues that continue to affect women of every background (though often in different 

ways) will not be alleviated without focusing specifically on patriarchal structures that 

keep these and other oppressions alive. 

If female comedians present feminist discourse in their work, they contribute to 

the passing on of certain kinds of feminist knowledge and action to their audiences, 

consciously or not. As Handler appears to be one of the most popular female comedians 

at current, and the only successful woman currently in the late night comedy talk show 

genre, I argue that her apparent postfeminism both reflects and reconstitutes the shift 

toward individual identity politics versus strong social movements and political action. 

“…At least we’d have a good new year”: Handler on Violence against Women 

Violence can be inflicted by a person of any gender or sexuality, and anyone can be a 

victim of violence. However, in patriarchal societies, there is an “epidemic of violence 

against women,” which is predominantly committed by men (Aulette, Wittner and 

Blakely, 209). This includes childhood sexual abuse, street and workplace harassment, 
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rape, domestic violence, sexual trafficking, acid attacks, sexual violence in war zones, 

and a number of other forms of violence worldwide. Historically and currently, as 

women‟s sexual subordination is enforced under patriarchal rule, violence against women 

is often enacted or legitimated as a means of keeping women under men‟s control. As 

Susan Faludi notes in Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women, rising 

rates of violence against women can be shown in correlation to the achievements of 

feminism. The rise in rapes and sex-related murders rose significantly in the U.S. in the 

late seventies to mid-eighties. Faludi writes: 

While the homicide rate declined, sex-related murders rose 160 percent between 1976 

and 1984. And these murders weren‟t simply the random, impersonal by-product of a 

violent society; at least one-third of the women were killed by their husbands or 

boyfriends, and the majority of that group were murdered just after declaring their 

independence in the most intimate manner—by filing for divorce and leaving home 

(9).  

The truth is that the public sphere can still feel like a giant gauntlet of catcalls, a place in 

which women are treated as objects to be gazed at, groped, attacked, treated as less than 

human, and not taken seriously or respected as equals with men. According to The Rape, 

Abuse and Incest National Network (RAINN), approximately “1 in 6 women and 1 in 33 

men will be a victim of sexual assault in their lifetime,” and “every 2 minutes, someone 

in the U.S. is sexually assaulted” (2007). Of those who rape, 98 percent are men 

(www.swcasa.org). These statistics only take into account one end of the spectrum of 

sexual violence that affects women; it does not even begin to explain the amount of 

sexual harassment that women face daily at work, school, and in other public places. 

According to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, “Studies suggest 

anywhere between 40-70% of women and 10-20% of men have experienced sexual 

http://www.swcasa.org/
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harassment in the workplace,” and those rates are even higher in education (Katz). The 

majority of sexual harassment is also committed by men against women 

(sexualharassmentsupport.org).  

Most comedic references to and jokes about rape serve to promote a rape culture; 

that is, a culture where rape and sexual violence against women by men are common and 

are reinforced by sexist attitudes expressed in the media. As first described by Susan 

Brownmiller as a “rape-supportive culture” in her book Against Our Will: Men, Women 

and Rape, and later by Margaret Lazarus and Renner Wunderlich in the documentary 

film “Rape Culture,” a rape culture is a culture where rape is normalized, often ignored 

and excused. Jokes about rape contribute to this rape culture by contributing to disrespect 

for women and the upholding of rape-supportive beliefs and rape myths. In her article 

“Cultural Myths and Supports for Rape,” Martha Burt writes: 

The burgeoning popular literature on rape (e.g., Brownmiller, 1975; Clark & 

Lewis,1977) all points to the importance of stereotypes and myths—denned as 

prejudicial, stereotyped, or false beliefs about rape, rape victims, and rapists—in 

creating a climate hostile to rape victims. Examples of rape myths are “only bad 

girls get raped”; “any healthy woman can resist a rapist if she really wants to”; 

“women ask for it”; “women „cry rape‟ only when they‟ve been jilted or have 

something to cover up”; “rapists are sex-starved, insane, or both.” (217) 

These rape myths and the jokes that express and perpetuate them not only reflect 

common sexist attitudes, but have affected laws concerning rape, definitions of rape, and 

verdicts in rape trials. 

One may ask: why choose to focus on Handler when there are tons of male and 

female TV hosts, comedians, actors and musicians whose material involve not even 

slightly veiled references to sexual violence and harassment? Looking specifically at the 
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comedic treatment of violence against women (particularly sexual harassment and rape) 

in Handler‟s work, I contend that her otherwise empowering persona is often conflicted 

by her postfeminist discussion of these issues. While Handler has commented that she of 

course finds rape and other forms of violence against women to be unacceptable, she 

repeatedly makes jokes that appear to make light of these situations and/or verge on 

victim-blaming. Jokes about sexual harassment are frequent and appear to conflate 

harassment with flirtation and camaraderie in the workplace. For example, on Chelsea 

Lately Handler says “…at our [office] parties, we encourage sexual harassment, because 

if people don‟t hook up awkwardly then there‟s nothing to talk about the next day,” and 

on another show claims “If I was a masseuse for the NFL and I didn‟t get sexually 

harassed, I‟d be pissed off” (E! 2011).  These and other jokes make light of an issue that 

continues to be very significant for women and can be personally and professionally 

devastating. Sexual harassment can affect an individual‟s work or school performance, 

cause them to feel humiliated, lose trust in their environment, lose their reputation, lose 

their career, and develop a number of psychological and physiological health effects 

including depression, anxiety, eating disorders, sexual dysfunction and suicidal thoughts 

or attempts (sexualharassmentsupport.org). For a figure being read by audiences as 

empowering for women, this treatment of violence against women seems to pose a grave 

contradiction and may even pose a threat to women‟s understanding that these issues 

must continue to be fought against and taken seriously. 

Much of the humor in stand-up comedy is based on antagonism between genders. 

Male and female comedians tend to disparage men and women, pointing to and making 
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fun of common beliefs about gender and relationships as a way to relate to and bond with 

audiences. In a study of comedic performances and audiences, M. Alison Kibler notes 

that “On the one hand, male comedians seem to assuage their own anxieties about 

changing gender roles and women‟s potential power over them by expressing hostility 

toward women” (535). This backlash against women and feminist achievements may 

(and often does) lead to jokes about rape and harassment of women. Women either 

respond to this disparagement by laughing along with men, as the entire audience is 

encouraged to do, or by bonding with other women in anger over the joke. However, as 

noted by other scholars, women generally appear to enjoy the disparagement of women 

just as much as men, and often enjoy disparaging jokes about women more than those 

about men. In “Gender, Attitudes Toward Women, and the Appreciation of Sexist 

Humor,” Timothy E. Moore, Karen Griffiths and Barbara Payne write: 

Differential socialization patterns have typically been invoked to account for 

 females‟ preference for female-disparaging humor. Women may be implicitly 

 „trained‟ to accept a subordinate social role and are thus freer to laugh at their 

 own expense (McGhee, 1979). If girls and women are socialized to perceive 

 themselves as inferior, then a preference for antifemale jokes would be expected. 

 However, women‟s humor preferences should change as they adapt less 

 traditional role identities. (523) 

In this way, women may masochistically come to identify with their own oppression, 

whether it takes the form of jokes about their intelligence, appearance, or even sexual 

harassment and rape. However, as Handler has had much success with this kind of humor 

and still maintained her female audience, it may indicate that women are not adopting 

less traditional role identities, despite decades of feminism.  
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In her article “Self-deprecatory Humour and the Female Comic: Self-destruction 

or Comedic Construction?” Danielle Russell notes that because female comedians pose 

such a contradiction to traditional understandings of femininity as docile and submissive, 

women have had to (and still have to) prove themselves to be funny. Many female 

comedians have noted the need to work harder than men to prove their legitimacy. “He is 

granted his due—assumed to be funny until he proves to be otherwise—while she starts 

from a different position—she must prove that she can be funny,” Russell writes (2002). 

She says that in order to deal with an aggressive and confrontational audience, women 

have typically used two strategies: either attempting to be gender neutral or using self-

deprecating humor. In some ways, Handler does both. Her androgyny, shifts in gender 

expression and refusal to act completely, traditionally feminine in some ways serve to 

make her gender neutral. On the other hand, she never denies her femininity altogether 

and does not shy away from discussing women‟s issues or the female aspects of her body 

and life, whether it be in reference to her vagina, masturbation or menstruation. Whether 

or not this alienates men in her audience, Handler does not seem to care. She does not 

always assimilate into the male model. 

Russell says that self-deprecation has appeared to be more successful and widely 

used by female comedians, and that “Self-deprecation allows the speaker to adopt what is 

essentially an authoritative stance without alienating the majority of the audience 

members. The (implicit) threat of the female speaker is defused when she sets herself up 

as the target of ridicule” (2002). In making herself an object of laughter rather than a 

definitive subject, a female comedian is more easily accepted by the audience.  However, 
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while Joan Rivers and Phyllis Diller typically covered up their bodies and were highly 

self-deprecating, making this a main staple of their acts, Handler—and Roseanne Barr, 

Kathy Griffin, and many others before her—are only somewhat self deprecating. There is 

much less subtlety in Handler‟s act, and sometimes she even boasts about her appearance 

and success. Russell seems both hopeful and skeptical when she says:  

Nearly thirty years later, the antiethnic joke has decreased in use while the 

antiwoman joke remains popular (nor is it limited to the comedy routines of men). 

Perhaps as more women enter the field of entertainment a stronger, more positive 

image of women will emerge in and through comedy. We can but hope. (2002) 

But if Handler is not fully embracing the two strategies laid out by Russell in order to be 

accepted as a female comedian, especially in the particularly male-dominated sub-genre 

of late night comedy television, does this mean that there is no longer a resistance to 

women in comedy? Clearly, the fact that male comedians still far outnumber female 

comedians, writers, and producers indicates that there are still biases in place. Therefore, 

Handler must find another way to gain admittance into the “old boys club.” Because she 

cannot rely on pleasing women and gay male audiences alone, Handler must appeal to the 

mainstream, traditional late night comedy audience: heterosexual, white men. Perhaps in 

joking about rape and participating in the disparagement of women (and other 

marginalized groups, as I will show), Handler shows that she is not a “comedic 

lightweight.” She proves that she belongs by joining in the sexist (and often racist) 

tradition of comedy, which women have also learned to laugh at in order to be accepted 

by their male counterparts. However, as noted by Moore, Griffiths and Payne, as well as 

other scholars, women‟s association with women‟s movements tends to make these jokes 
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less funny to them. In Handler‟s case, even though she is associated with progressive 

politics and movements, these jokes do not seem to be any less frequent. 

Therefore, it is precisely because Handler espouses so much feminist discourse 

that it is particularly important to explore this behavior in her work. People tune in to 

someone like radio host Howard Stern and regularly hear a tirade of sexism which, while 

not excusable, is expected. But for the largely female audience that tunes in to Handler‟s 

show, or read her books, and hears her championing LGBT rights and praising women 

one minute while making victim-blaming or victim-questioning jokes the next, these 

mixed messages stand out as particularly disturbing. This is especially true when the 

messages come from someone who, whether she wants to call herself a feminist or not, is 

being read as empowering. If strong, outspoken, successful women can make fun of rape, 

indeed if feminists or women who are read as feminist can make fun of rape in a way that 

does not challenge its masculinist, sexist groundings, then it sends the message that rape 

is no longer a serious issue or one with which women need to be concerned. It sends the 

postfeminist message that violence against women has largely been taken care of, that it 

is a thing of the past, or else something that only happens to “bad girls,” which is far from 

true. However, this belief is still strongly perpetuated by the rape myths such as “only 

bad girls get raped”…“women ask for it,” and any number of other rape myths noted by 

Burt and others (217). 

However, if we look at feminist scholar Sharon Marcus‟s essay “Fighting Bodies, 

Fighting Words: A Theory and Politics of Rape Prevention,” Handler‟s language 

regarding rape (and other forms of violence) may work to challenge rape and women‟s 
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consistent portrayal and identification with violability. Marcus begins by disputing the 

idea that postmodernism and feminist political action against rape are incompatible. She 

argues that while rape does happen, the way that we think about rape and discuss rape 

often does nothing to prevent it, but rather posits it as an inevitability. She says that we as 

human beings do not exist without language, which scripts both us and rape, constructing 

men as ever aggressive violators and women as essentially powerless and violable. 

Marcus writes: 

A feminist politics which would fight rape cannot exist without developing a 

language about rape, nor, I will argue without understanding rape to be a 

language; What founds these languages are neither real nor objective criteria, but 

political decisions to exclude certain implementations and perspectives and to 

privilege others…In this essay I propose that we understand rape as a language 

and use this insight to imagine women as neither already raped nor inherently 

rapable. I will argue against the political efficacy of seeing rape as the fixed 

reality of women‟s lives, against an identity politics which defines women by our 

violability, and for a shift of scene from rape and its aftermath to rape situations 

themselves and to rape prevention. (370) (emphasis hers) 

Marcus says that if we treat rape as a reality and inevitability in women‟s lives, it “can 

mean to consider rape as terrifyingly unnamable and unrepresentable, a reality that lies 

beyond our grasp and which we can only experience as grasping and encircling us” (370). 

Because rape is often conveyed as “a fate worse than, or tantamount to, death,” we 

construct rape as something that must be feared but not necessarily as something that can 

be overcome or eradicated (370). Marcus then lays out strategies she suggests we employ 

in order to fight and prevent rape before or while it occurs. 

 One strategy Marcus details is developing a language to fight rape and treating 

rape as a linguistic fact that can be changed. She argues that in a continuum theory of 

violence, which positions sexual threats and remarks as precursors to rape, there is no 
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understanding of a space or gap in which women can prevent the threats from leading to 

attempted or completed rape. She says that “To prevent rape, women must resist self-

defeating notions of polite feminine speech as well as develop physical self-defense 

tactics” (371). In this way, women can fight off rape by not adhering to traditional 

femininity, by yelling and resisting the rapist‟s linguistic advances and disrupting the 

rape script. By not accepting male aggressiveness or female powerlessness as fact, and 

instead acting aggressive as a woman, no one is automatically set up as victim or 

perpetrator. “By defining rape as a scripted performance, we enable a gap between script 

and actress which can allow us to rewrite the script, perhaps by refusing to take it 

seriously and treating it as farce, perhaps by resisting the physical passivity which it 

directs us to adopt,” Marcus writes (373). In this way, Handler‟s joking about rape may 

work to disrupt the idea that rape is a fate worse than death, and help to un-script women 

as perpetual victims. Marcus says: 

Treating the threat as a joke; chiding the rapist…are all examples of verbal 

methods which in some cases thwarted rape attempts because they assert 

woman‟s agency, not her violability, and a woman‟s power, rather than her fearful 

powerlessness. A rapist confronted with a wisecracking, scolding, and bossy 

woman may lose his grip on his power to rape; a rapist responded to with fear 

may feel his power consolidated. (376) 

 

Handler‟s persona and some of her jokes/references then may serve as a positive example 

of response to the subject of rape, challenging the constant fear that it inscribes on 

women to distrust their surroundings, and may even help women and men get past the 

shame and silencing that still surrounds rape and other forms of assault. 

One example of this appears in a pre-recorded skit played during Handler‟s 

hosting gig at the 2010 MTV Video Music Awards. Handler is shown backstage in a 
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white robe, walking through the halls as she prepares for the show. She is approached by 

several Black rappers who smack her on the backside as they wish her luck. She appears 

minimally taken aback by this, but says “thank you” and moves along. She then passes 

another group of large Black men who say hello to her and proceed to follow her. 

Handler‟s facial expression begins to show worry and anxiety as she looks back, sees 

them following her, and begins to run away from them as they chase after her. After 

Handler turns a corner, the men disappear and she runs into actress Lindsey Lohan, who 

asks her if she has been drinking, pushes her up against a wall, slaps her around, 

encourages her to get her act together and go host the show. The skit ends with Lohan 

also smacking Handler on the butt, and telling her “Don‟t embarrass me.” 

This skit calls upon the rape script of white women being particularly vulnerable 

to sexual violence at the hands of Black men. Marcus rightly notes that this is a racist and 

inaccurate stereotype that has been constructed and has led to higher prosecution rates for 

Black men accused of raping white women. It has also led to lower rates of prosecution 

for white men accused of raping white women or black women, and lower rates of 

conviction for any case in which a black woman is raped. While this skit immediately 

shocks and appears to play into and perpetuate this script and stereotype, on the other 

hand, Handler‟s joking about this and actually being shown later to be friends with the 

rappers shows that as spectators, our minds go to the rape script, but rape is not the 

outcome or inevitability. To assume that the rappers want to rape her would be racist, on 

Handler‟s part and on the part of the audience. She in some ways disidentifies with the 

role of victim and shows how ridiculous it is to assume white women are the inevitable 

victims of black men‟s sexual violence. She disrupts the stereotypes of white victim and 
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black rapist, doing what Marcus suggests, changing the script through not taking it 

seriously, through farce, and giving women the ability to disidentify or not identify at all 

with being inherently rapable. 

Marcus tells us that “…simply by fighting back, we cease to be grammatically 

correct feminine subjects and thus become much less legible as rape targets” and that we 

must also “develop our capacities for violence in order to disrupt the rape script” (376). 

Later on stage during the opening segment, Handler refers to the incident when rapper 

Kanye West interrupted country singer Taylor Swift‟s acceptance of her award the 

previous year, claiming that pop/ hip-hop singer Beyonce should have won instead. 

Handler tells the audience that if you are an artist accepting an award and are for some 

reason attacked, she has “developed a technique.” She is approached by an unidentifiable 

person in a padded suit, and again proceeds to act out what is understood as the beginning 

of a rape script. Handler says “…here I am. I‟m just an innocent nineteen year old girl 

minding my own business, trying to get a VMA…No! No! No! (MTV 2010). She then 

enacts self defense moves on the attacker, successfully fighting him off. As he lies on the 

floor, Handler shouts down at him “My award, my choice!” After this, the 

attacker/interrupter gets up and walks away, and she has successfully disrupted the rape 

script once again.  

While this appears to be in line with what Marcus is suggesting, it is also 

problematic. Associating West‟s interruption of Swift with rape once again casts a Black 

man as rapist and a young white girl as victim. While Handler disrupts the scripts in both 

of these scenarios, the stereotypes that allow us to recognize the scripts are still kept in 
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place. In the earlier skit, Lohan smacking Handler on the rear also seems to indicate that 

if women also participate in harassment, this harassment somehow becomes more 

acceptable or normalized. It is in this way that postfeminism—which claims that sexism, 

including sexual harassment, is no longer a concern for women—is reflected. 

Marcus‟s argument also seems to give the benefit of the doubt to those accused of 

raping by saying that these are only scripts to be fulfilled by actors. In some ways, this 

may also lead to questioning a woman who has been raped as to the validity of her 

experience. If she is not automatically a victim, then the rapist (most often, though not 

always, male) is not automatically a rapist, which can contribute to arguments that she 

may be lying. While the data is inconclusive, most estimate the percentage of reported 

rapes that are false to be between two and eight percent (M. DiCanio, 1993). Being 

questioned as to whether or not one was really raped can be emotionally damaging and 

further harm the victim, and Handler‟s comments on victims of sexual harassment and 

rape have at times reflected this attitude. In her stand-up performance in March 2010, as 

well as in her book Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang, Handler told a story about going on a 

cruise with a friend, and the friend‟s hesitation to go off with some men that took an 

interest in them for fear that they may be raped. Handler joked “We could get raped, but 

at least we‟d have a good New Year,” and went on to say that “rape is only rape if you 

report it” (Miami 2010). Again, the first comment here may challenge the idea that 

women should always be fearful of rape or that rape is a fate worse than death. On the 

other hand, it promotes the rape myth that rape is something women secretly want. The 

second comment clearly does not take into account the numerous reasons why women 
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may not report rape and serves to invalidate their accounts. Even while there may be a 

postmodern (perhaps postfeminist) and ironic twist to these remarks, audiences may still 

accept them as supportive of the same rape myths (Burt) that have long been standard in 

patriarchal society and sexist humor. 

These kinds of remarks do not go unnoticed by members of Handler‟s female 

audience, many of whom are put off by this type of humor. In a June 2010 episode of 

Chelsea Lately, several of the female comedians on the show performed in a skit about 

Gloria Allred, the famous lawyer known for taking on sexual harassment and sexual 

assault cases and the frequent butt of Handler‟s jokes and insults. One line from the skit, 

delivered by comedian Jen Kirkman, notes “I just snuck into the Lakers‟ locker room, 

stole Kobe Bryant‟s jock strap and cried rape. Smells like me not having to pay my rent 

for two years…” (E! 2010). The skit and subsequent comments served to ridicule Allred 

and the women claiming rape and sexual harassment
5
. Handler also had her very young 

niece visiting on the show that day. TelevisionWithoutPity.com user “mimimomx3” 

writes: 

I‟m a very, I suppose, liberal person, and I grew up hearing „bad words‟ and stuff, 

and it really didn‟t harm me. However, I thought Chelsea could have dropped the 

„rape‟ comment when she had her 4-5 year old niece on the show. Her swearing 

doesn‟t bother me, but I can‟t find it appropriate to mention rape - humorously or 

not - in front of a child of that age. 

While this comment in some ways aims to protect the “innocence” of children by 

                                                             
5 In 2003, professional basketball player Kobe Bryant was arrested in connection with a sexual assault 

investigation involving a 19-year-old woman. She accused Bryant of raping her, and while Bryant denied 

that the encounter was rape, he did admit to having an adulterous affair with her. Before the case could go 

to trial, it was settled in a civil lawsuit, and the charges against Bryant were dropped. After this, Bryant 

released a statement apologizing to the woman. According to ESPN, part of Bryant‟s statement read “After 

months of reviewing discovery, listening to her attorney, and even her testimony in person, I now 

understand how she feels that she did not consent to this encounter” (sports.espn.go.com). 
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suggesting rape not be mentioned in front of a child, not mentioning rape at all may serve 

to keep children uneducated about and perhaps more susceptible to rape. Perhaps what 

the audience member is really responding to is the joking about rape in the skit as 

something that women only “cry” in order to get money and attention, which is 

inappropriate for a child to hear and an irresponsible way to discuss rape in general. 

E! Online message board user “HelpHer” noted another incident where Handler 

and her roundtable guests humorously discussed a news story in which a woman went to 

the hospital with a hairspray bottle in her rectum. Handler and the other comedians 

laughed about this news story as if it were simply an oddity, or some kind of consensual 

sexual encounter gone awry, never fathoming (at least in their comments) that it may 

have been a instance of sexual abuse. “HelpHer” writes: 

I watched the show today and frankly I was very disturbed. Despite her crass 

bimbo humor, Chelsea seems like an intelligent woman. Why would she choose 

to ridicule a woman who lives overseas for having to go to the ER with a 

hairspray bottle in her rectum? Is it possible that she is not aware of the sexual 

violence subjected on women and girls each and every day across the globe 

including here in America? Perhaps she should do a little research before trying to 

humiliate a possible victim. Females are being tortured in ways the average 

person can not imagine, often resulting in permanent disfigurement or death, 

nothing to joke about. If you don‟t believe me try doing an internet search and 

you will find at least one girl with a can of hair product in her butt, whether paid 

or by force this is a sad world we live in. As women of this world, if we do not 

help each other who will? 

These and other audience comments show that while Handler may occasionally 

contribute to the kind of reconfiguration of discourse Marcus recommends (perhaps 

entirely unconsciously), her overall acceptance of rape myths and standard misogynist 

reduction of rape to a joke tends to overwhelm any resistant aspects of her performance 

in this regard. Many in the audience are performing oppositional readings and are not 
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interpreting these comments as challenges to traditional scripts of violence against 

women. Instead, they are often rightly and healthily uncomfortable with the jokes. 

Marcus says in order to disrupt rape we must think of it as a linguistic, narrative 

script, which can be interrupted. In order to do this, I propose that we not joke about rape 

so as to perpetuate the scripts of rape as inevitable or the onus of blame and prevention 

on women. Marcus says that “rape is not only scripted—it also scripts” (373). While 

Marcus concedes that men must take responsibility and work to end rape, she says that 

women cannot afford to wait for them to stop raping, that we must take matters into our 

own hands. Language helps to construct our reality, and joking about rape in a way that 

does not completely challenge it also helps to construct a rape culture and uphold rape 

myths. Therefore, we must be cautious in the ways we use language to talk about rape, 

always being mindful of whether we are helping to uphold it as hegemonic or helping to 

eradicate and prevent it. 

“What you need is a guy to say no...” Harassment in the Late Night Workplace 

Handler noted once, after discussing a story about a woman who claimed she was 

a victim of sexual harassment, that sexual harassment was not such a bad thing, and that 

we should be careful that we don‟t lose it. Those who have themselves experienced 

sexual harassment would likely disagree with treating it as something worth salvaging. In 

her book on the systematic harassment of another group of women in a male-dominated 

area—punk women in the punk music world—Lauraine LeBlanc lays out three ways in 

which sexual harassment is used to hurt women. She writes: 
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First, it consists of an intrusion upon women‟s personal privacy. Second, it can be 

(sometimes correctly) perceived as presenting a threat of further sexual assault 

and rape; such incidents have been documented as part of rapists‟ repertoire of 

tactics to identify potential victims....Third, the principal effect of sexual 

harassment is to reinforce a form of covert gender discrimination. In the name of 

safety, sexual harassment and assault restrict women‟s right to full participation in 

the public domain. (LeBlanc 203) 

In these and many other ways, sexual harassment serves to keep women in the position 

patriarchal society has deemed fit for them. It fathoms women as perpetually sexually 

available, keeps them in fear and under the “protection” of men who may harm them, and 

pressures them to stay out of fields (and, as I will argue, genres) traditionally reserved for 

men. 

The comical treatment of sexual harassment is continued in skits in which 

Handler plays the “Inappropriate Boss,” and is shown physically and verbally abusing her 

coworkers, often in a sexual manner. In one scene, she is shown holding a water bottle 

between her thighs as she asks a female subordinate to get on her knees and open the 

bottle with her mouth. The employee, who acts the part as resistant and embarrassed, 

begins to comply as Handler bursts into laughter. In a segment some months later, 

Handler again brought up the subject in relation to actor Nicolette Sheridan‟s real life law 

suit against Desperate Housewives director Mark Cherry for allegedly hitting her on set. 

Handler said “I don‟t think that hitting anybody in the workplace...well, I have a video 

about that...” (E! 2010). She then showed a montage of her hitting her employees, saying 

things such as “You like that?” while doing so. This behavior is mostly directed toward 

male employees. If its purpose were to parody the harassment in order to point out that 

sexual harassment does not happen as often to men and that watching it happen to men 

reveals how ridiculous and offensive it is, it would perhaps work subversively.  
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The title “The Inappropriate Boss,” as well as the skits themselves, could not exist 

without decades of feminist consciousness-raising and ultimate criminalization of sexual 

harassment. These skits epitomize postfeminist humor, in that they call upon, evoke, and 

rely on feminist language, discourse and achievements in order to exist. In her article 

“Postfeminism and Popular Culture,” Angela McRobbie writes that “the „taken into 

accountness‟[of feminism] permits an all the more thorough dismantling of feminist 

politics and the discrediting of the occasionally voiced need for its renewal” (28). These 

skits acknowledge that Handler is acting inappropriately in them, that sexual harassment 

is indeed inappropriate, but posits it as something that does not need to be fought against, 

but rather, can be adopted by women in order to “act like one of the boys.” LeBlanc says 

that as a method of resistance to sexual harassment, punk girls sometimes “resorted to 

humorous tactics, not playing along with the harasser, but rather mirroring the harasser‟s 

behavior in order to defuse it” (215). Handler, therefore, could be using this type of 

mirroring humor once again to disidentify with the role of harasser. However, her 

message is unclear. These jokes still seem to make light of sexual harassment and 

violence against women, indicating that women should simply fight back, or that equality 

would mean being able to act like men rather than getting men to change their behavior.  

At one point in her career, before getting her own talk show and numerous book 

deals, Handler was a correspondent for The Tonight Show with Jay Leno. As she returns 

years later to be interviewed as Leno‟s guest, the conversations always carry sexual 

undertones, as this is part of both of their comedic personas. But far more than just sexual 

banter between old friends and colleagues, an interview with Leno during his 10 p.m. 
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time slot (for which he received far lower ratings) revealed a much more uncomfortable 

interaction between the two. In November 2009, Handler appeared on the show after she 

and Leno had presented together at the GLAAD (Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against 

Defamation) Awards. It was also a month before her semi-nude Playboy cover was to be 

released. The following is a brief portion of the interview that I have transcribed: 

Handler: I have more of a gay history than you have. I mean, I‟ve been a lesbian a 

couple times when I was in community college. Like in a long weekend. 

Leno: I think that‟s called experimenting. 

 

Handler: It‟s called experimenting. Or just like partial lesbianism. 

 

(awkward laughter from Leno) 

 

Handler: I love doing stuff for the gays and lesbians. I mean, they need our help. 

We gotta get out there, and you know, do the stuff that they‟re doing. 

 

Leno: Well, I‟ll support them. I don‟t know if I‟ll do the stuff they‟re doing.  

 

(Time passes with other topics, and they later move on to discuss Playboy)  

 

Handler: My dad is probably gonna love it because he thinks I‟m very sexual. 

 

Leno: That‟s almost creepy. 

 

Handler: No, it‟s very creepy. 

 

Leno: I think I‟m beginning to understand you. 

 

(Leno then reveals that he has a surprise for her, indicating that they have a 

preview of the Playboy cover to reveal to the audience. Handler says she has not 

yet seen it, turns bright red, and appears flustered.) 

 

Handler: I don‟t want to see it for the first time on here. Honestly, I don‟t, because 

if it‟s bad, honestly I‟m gonna be very... 

 

Leno: Well here‟s the thing: nobody cares what you think. See, you are too used 

to getting what you want. What you need is a guy to say no. (He leans toward her 

and points at her.) 
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Handler: (backing away) Oh really? Really? Is that what I need? Interesting. This 

is a very interesting side of you, Jay. Now everyone is finally starting to realize 

that you are exactly like David Letterman. (Letterman had recently been accused 

of harassing and having affairs with female coworkers). 

 

(She turns away from him, gets the biggest laugh of the interview) 

 

Leno: Look, you like it. 

 

Handler: Shame on you! 

  

Leno: Not shame on me. That‟s what you need. 

 

Handler: That‟s what you want me to need, is to be a girl that likes it rough and 

wants to be told no. I know your type. 

 

Leno: I would pay extra for that, yeah. 

 

(She looks like she wants to say more, but Leno cuts her off.) 

 

Leno: You want to see it? Come on. 

 

(He grabs her by the hand and pulls her over to the blown-up cover, which he 

unveils.) 

 

Handler: Oh God! (She hesitantly looks, then claps and appears relieved.) That‟s 

good! 

 

(Leno then asks her to make the pose she is making on the cover, and he takes her 

arms and tries to arrange her body into that position. She slightly resists.) 

 

Handler: I can‟t do that pose again. First of all, I need the guy that airbrushed me 

to do that pose. 

 

My reading of this interaction is that Leno first appears to be uncomfortable with 

Handler using the term “partial lesbianism,” which may indicate more than a fleeting 

heterosexual romp into the world of making out with other women for the enjoyment of 

men. This may reflect the patriarchal fear (discussed by Koedt and others) that lesbian 

and bisexual women will erase men from the sexual equation, making them unneeded and 

leaving them unsatisfied.  It may also reflect how sexual harassment works to enforce 
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compulsory heterosexuality. In Sexual Harassment of Working Women: A Case of 

Discrimination, Catherine MacKinnon describes how women are often sexualized as part 

of their jobs, and are expected to accept this treatment in order to keep their positions and 

fit into the patriarchal workplace. In further discussing and building on Mackinnon‟s 

work, Adrienne Rich says  

Economically disadvantaged, women—whether waitresses or professors—endure 

sexual harassment to keep their jobs and learn how to behave in a complaisantly 

and ingratiatingly heterosexual manner because they discover this is their true 

qualification for employment, whatever the job description. And, MacKinnon 

notes, the woman who too decisively resists sexual overtures in the workplace is 

accused of being “dried up” and sexless, or lesbian. (235) 

I would add that the woman who too decisively resists the harassing, sexist treatment also 

risks being called a feminist, which in today‟s postfeminist media is of course constructed 

as undesirable. Women are typically taught to appreciate male sexual attention and to see 

it as flattery. Even in instances of co-equal sexual harassment (harassment that occurs 

between employees, colleagues or students that are on the same level professionally, 

therefore not a relationship of unequal power), the idea is that women are created for men 

to sexually objectify, and that to resist this reveals incompliance with heteronormative 

behavior.  

As Handler had already revealed that she transgresses heteronormativity with her 

“partial lesbianism,” she may have felt pressure to perform heteronormative sexual 

scripts with Leno. She may also feel the need to construct her persona as not too difficult, 

not too unruly, or in too much of a conflict with the patriarchal values that have 

traditionally been a part of comedy, particularly male-dominated late night comedy talk 

shows. In order to be accepted into the “old boys club,” Handler must not only “act like 
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one of the boys,” but must make herself sexually available to them. Considering that she 

is already breaking through the barrier for women in late night television and is pro-

women‟s liberation on many levels and pro-LGBT rights, aligning herself too closely 

with explicit feminist discourse (such as that which would oppose sexual harassment) 

would perhaps alienate her too much from the patriarchal scripts and narratives around 

which late night comedy television operates. Indeed, any time workplace sexual 

harassment seminars are brought up on Handler‟s show or in interviews with Leno 

(which is quite frequently), she casts them aside as annoying and unnecessary, often 

stating that she skips them because she “has a dentist appointment” (NBC 2011). 

Therefore, once again, while feminism is evoked, taken into account, and necessary for 

this interaction to even be understood, it ultimately constructs feminism as no longer 

relevant. 

Throughout the interview, Handler seems to have the upper hand, commanding 

the audience far more than Leno does, and keeping in line with her “unruly woman” 

persona. This interview took place during Leno‟s 10 p.m. time-slot, which was less 

popular with critics and audiences, as Conan O‟Brien briefly moved in as host of The 

Tonight Show. The recent dive in ratings for network late night shows, along with the 

O‟Brien- Leno line-up scuffle on NBC, indicated that times were changing. Handler told 

CBS News anchor Katie Couric in an interview that she actually was offered a network 

spot, but turned it down because she did not feel she was ready, and also believed that the 

future of late night may be in cable programming, where hosts like her are able to be 

much more provocative with their material (CBSNews.com). In light of these underlying 

tensions, and in order to regain control during their interview on his show, I argue that 
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Leno steers the conversation to Handler‟s Playboy cover, to an occasion in which, 

although self-imposed, she is sexually objectified and silenced, in order to reassert his 

dominance in the genre. 

 As the Playboy cover is brought up, Handler makes a comment about her father 

looking at her sexually, a motif of jokes that Handler often refers to in her work regarding 

her father, one that is also troubling in its comedic treatment of incest. Leno, however, 

says he is “beginning to understand” her. This is related to another part of the 

conversation in which they discuss Handler‟s then boyfriend and boss, Ted Harbert, 

president and CEO of the Comcast Entertainment Group, which includes the E! channel. 

Harbert is older than Handler, and Handler has admitted to having a penchant for “silver 

foxes,” of which Leno may also be classified. Leno, however, goes further with this line 

of conversation and begins to say things that are very sexually charged, telling her that 

she needs a man to tell her no, that she likes to be told no, and that he would “pay extra” 

for this in bed, an allusion to prostitution. Certainly, this conversation is very patriarchal, 

as Leno plays with the idea of Handler desiring or needing a “father figure” to tell her 

what to do. As Handler alludes to her discomfort yet acceptance of her own father‟s 

sexualization of her, she appears to continue this pattern in her work, allowing older men, 

“father figures” such as Leno, to sexualize her in order to more easily be accepted in the 

late night genre. 

Leno then objectifies her once more when he reveals her Playboy cover and 

attempts to physically position her as she appears on the cover. Handler appears to be 

uncomfortable with this, yet she laughs and goes along with this treatment for what I 
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would imagine are several reasons, ranging from keeping cordial relations with an 

interviewer and friend, to acting in a way in which most women are socialized to behave. 

The poses are in and of themselves demeaning, and this is recognized here even while 

being reinforced as a way to demean her. The poses are not treated as neutral, but 

recognized by Leno, Handler and audiences as sexualized and in some ways degrading 

(hence Handler‟s discomfort with making the pose again and references to her father‟s 

inappropriate sexualization of her). Again, a postfeminist attitude allows for the 

acknowledgement of the feminist understanding of Playboy as objectifying and sexist. 

However, it mocks or ignores the objections. It ultimately makes it seem as if these poses 

are no longer damaging for women, because women have achieved equality sufficiently 

enough that if they choose to pose for Playboy now, it is completely of their own agency 

and can even be viewed as empowering. However, if part of the qualifications for her job 

as late night host (or any job held by a woman in a male-dominated field) is her 

sexualization, posing for Playboy is a choice made in a context in which refusing to pose 

would appear to be too decisively resisting patriarchal sexualization, too radically 

opposed to heteronormative sexual scripts, and indeed too feminist in this postfeminist 

atmosphere. 

Handler does appear to be uncomfortable with the harassment that she faces, and 

yet chooses to be interviewed by Leno again in the future. This coincides with the 

treatment of sexual harassment as something to be tolerated, dealt with through humor, or 

even co-opted by women. It is nonetheless, I would argue, a troubling position for her 

female viewers to see her in. If the women who relate to Handler and find her 

empowering see her as not taking her own sexual harassment seriously (or not 
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acknowledging that there are alternatives to joking about the situation in order to diffuse 

it) they may feel that this is the way that it should be dealt with if they were faced with 

similar treatment. While joking about it is certainly one way to handle the harassment, 

filing a complaint or adamantly challenging and resisting it are not presented as 

alternatives, and are in fact ridiculed in other areas of Handler‟s work (such as her 

scathing treatment of Allred). 

As viewers commented on the YouTube posting of this interview, many found 

Leno‟s treatment of Handler to be inappropriate. These comments also reflected a desire 

to see more of Handler on late night TV than Leno, O‟Brien, or any other male host, 

again establishing her as a potential threat to the male-dominated field. YouTube user 

“cacktapus” writes: “so nice of chelsea to humor jay by laughing at his AWFUL „jokes‟ 

She‟s hilarious, he on the other hand was obviously uncomfortable,” while 

“DiLancreRoyalty” says  “Jay was totally intimidated by Chelsea‟s talent and how she 

kept the audience laughing. Jealousy is a bitch and makes you act like a douche, looking 

bad at the end.” User “allofmylightisforyou” notes that the audience is also aware of 

Handler and Leno‟s prior work relationship, stating “I think they know each other pretty 

well. I believe that Chelsea used to write for his show” (YouTube). While she was a 

correspondent and not a writer, it is clear that the audience understands that they used to 

work together. This comment seems to excuse Leno‟s behavior based on this 

acquaintance rather than make it even more inappropriate. The reality is that sexual 

harassment (and the often devastating effects thereof) often comes from someone the 

victim knows well or associates with frequently within the work environment, and most 

instances of rape are committed by someone known to the victim (about two-thirds, 
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according to RAINN). 

In an article on Handler in The New York Times, Leno was quoted as saying: 

What I love about Chelsea is that she shows we‟ve reached a point where 

comedy is comedy — it‟s not male comedy or female comedy...When I 

was a kid, it was Phyllis Diller. To be a comedian she had to make herself 

more unattractive than she was. But Chelsea Handler can walk out onstage 

looking like a Playboy centerfold if she wants and still be funny. (Barnes) 

This statement is utterly postfeminist, in that it invokes the idea that feminism has led us 

to a point where “comedy is comedy,” there is no gender inequality in comedy, and 

therefore, no further need for feminist critique or action. It is clear that Leno thinks 

Handler‟s sex appeal is an asset to her success as a comedian. However, judging by his 

treatment of her, it also shows that he believes he can use this sex appeal as a tool with 

which to assert his male dominance in the field, making his assertion that comedy is no 

longer gendered far from accurate. Therefore, while Handler‟s apparent postfeminism 

allows her to more easily and readily move into the male-dominated, male-structured late 

night world, it also leads to certain expectations that she must fulfill in order to continue 

to be accepted in this position. Rather than moving in and changing the male-dominated, 

male-structured genre for herself and other women, she assimilates into the male model. 

In this model, she perhaps becomes a more easily contained threat as she continues to be 

cast as a “woman host,” satisfying the tropes women continue to be boxed into and even 

aspire to in order to be successful and accepted within popular culture. This postfeminism 

undermines Handler‟s ability to be truly transformative for women in the comedy world, 

and women who wish to break into other genres or fields that continue to marginalize or 

exclude them. 
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Katie Couric also questioned this aspect of Handler‟s success when she 

interviewed her on April 1, 2010 at CBSNews.com. While Couric noted that Handler is 

known for staunchly supporting her fellow female comics, she read Handler an excerpt 

from an article in Vanity Fair that said: “It used to be that women were not funny. Then, 

they couldn‟t be funny if they were pretty. Now a female comedian has to be pretty, even 

sexy, to get a laugh” (CBSNews.com). When Couric asked Handler if she thought this 

was true, Handler said no. Couric also asked if Handler thought it was hard for women in 

stand-up comedy, to which Handler replied “No. It‟s easier.” When Couric seemed 

surprised by this answer, Handler added “Yeah and I‟m sick of women saying it‟s hard, 

it‟s hard, it‟s hard. It‟s not hard if you‟re funny and if you‟re gonna be funny, and there‟s 

truly less women out there doing it” (CBSNews.com). Handler clearly does not relate the 

continuance of sexually objectifying and harassing women with the fewer numbers of 

female comedians who have made it successfully in the industry, particularly in late night 

television. Rather, she shrugs aside these issues and promotes the idea of a meritocracy, 

whereby women can achieve the same level of success as men in what is now believed to 

be (by postfeminists and patriarchal, hegemonic culture) a fair playing field. 

Bitches, Sluts, Hookers and Whores: More Postfeminist—and Postracist—

Revelations 

In “The Politics of Black Feminist Thought,” Patricia Hill Collins describes how 

controlling images of Black women are used to justify oppression. Stereotypes such as 

mammies and jezebels have been integral to perpetuating racist ideologies that serve to 

keep Black women in the place white, patriarchal society has deemed fit for them. Collins 
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writes “Ideology refers to the body of ideas reflecting the interests of a group of people. 

Within U.S. culture, racist and sexist ideologies permeate the social structure to such a 

degree that they become hegemonic, namely, seen as natural, normal, and inevitable” 

(321). In this way, stereotypical jokes about women, including women of all racial/ethnic 

backgrounds, contribute to the controlling images that fuel their racist and sexist 

subjugation. 

In her book Black Sexual Politics, Collins describes how contemporary Black 

women in popular culture, although aware of the stereotypes of Black sexuality as 

untamed, savage, and wild, continue to play to these stereotypes, perpetuating them and 

re-creating them as they perform within these traditional image types. We see this 

particularly in hip-hop music and music videos, which often depict highly sexualized 

women and focus particularly on the buttocks of women of color, much like slave-owners 

and patrons of “freak shows” did. The new racism she describes is grounded in the fact 

that while Black men and women and other people of color have gained civil rights, 

ending legalized segregation and discrimination, racial marginalization and 

hierarchicization are allowed to continue socially under the guise of what is now a society 

seemingly “color-blind” or absent of racial inequalities. While global capitalism and the 

changing political structure frame and support this new racism, Collins notes that “The 

new racism also relies heavily on mass media to reproduce and disseminate the 

ideologies needed to justify racism” (34). She goes on to say that “Seemingly unaware of 

this history, or perhaps exploiting it, some African American artists capitalize on a 

situation in which everyone knows on some level what gives ideas about Black sexuality 
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their meaning but no one is ultimately responsible” (50). Similarly, under postfeminism 

or the new sexism, women, including Handler at times, participate in their own 

subordination by continuing to play to sexist stereotypes and controlling images, 

exploiting them in order to get ahead, but ultimately perpetuating the ideologies that 

serve to keep them in their place within patriarchy.  

Handler can at times be rather brutal with her jokes. Sometimes these jokes toe a 

line between humor and serious political and social commentary. Handler goes back and 

forth between saying that she is a comedian and should never be taken seriously and at 

other times saying that she means exactly what she says. She either appears unaware of 

the history of women‟s oppression and its continuation, or else ignores it in order to 

exploit the stereotypes and tropes that continue to perpetuate these ideologies. Still, at 

other times she clearly invokes feminist discourse and supports women‟s liberation. The 

contradictions, once again, are persistent and never fully managed, explained or 

smoothed over, which is consistent with Third-wave and postfeminist identity politics. 

Handler often verbally reprimands women who she believes are not presenting 

themselves in a way that is respectful to themselves and to other women. This could be 

positive if it were asking women to look at their actions and the way that they represent 

themselves and consider alternatives. However, Handler‟s use of the derogatory and 

misogynist terms “bitch,” “slut,” “hooker” and “whore” to refer to these women once 

again disparages them, relies on controlling images and stereotypes in order to classify 

them, and posits them as the butts of the jokes rather than as women Handler is trying to 

help. Her round table guests, both male and female, also hurl these slurs at women. The 
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slurs range from epithets thrown at adulterous golfer Tiger Woods‟ mistresses to insults 

aimed at actress and sex symbol Megan Fox. As the boss, Handler appears to have 

control to set the tone and to steer the conversation in the direction she deems fit, but 

rarely does she refrain or stop anyone from using these words.  

Some women and feminists have reclaimed these terms that have traditionally 

been used against women. In their book The Ethical Slut: A Practical Guide to 

Polyamory, Open Relationships, and Other Adventures, Dossie Easton and Janet W. 

Hardy note that “From the moment you saw or heard about this book, you probably 

guessed that some of the terms here may not have the same meanings you‟re accustomed 

to” (4). They seek to challenge the use of the word “slut” to shame women who have lots 

of sex, and challenge the double standard of men being allowed to take pride in their 

sexual “adventures” while women cannot without their morality being questioned. They 

write 

So we are proud to reclaim the word “slut” as a term of approval, even 

endearment. To us, a slut is a person of any gender who celebrates sexuality 

according to the radical proposition that sex is nice and pleasure is good for you. 

Sluts may choose to have solo sex or to get cozy with the Fifth Fleet. They may 

be heterosexual, homosexual, or bisexual, radical activists or peaceful 

suburbanites. (Easton and Hardy, 4) 

This reclaiming of words that have long been used to demean women is most typically 

found in Third Wave and postfeminist culture. Radical and second wave feminists tend to 

reject these words and understand that using them against some women is detrimental to 

all women as they continue to be used to put women down. This language, with no overt 

cognizance by Handler of the ways that women might be able to reclaim and transfigure 

it, as well as comments on women‟s bodies and appearance, allows Handler to once again 
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participate in the disparagement of women, granting her access into the male-dominated 

arena of late night and stand-up comedy. 

 For as many female audience members seem to find Handler empowering, there 

are others, though significantly less, who find her entire persona, from her vaginal 

references to her banter about lesbians, offensive and negative. 

TelevisionWithoutPity.com user “andme” notes the contradiction Handler‟s male 

panelists pose to her more woman-friendly stances, saying “The all-male panels really 

don‟t work. The „hey, I‟m straight‟ machismo is counter to the overall vibe of the show.” 

Still, others find Handler herself to be anti-woman. “Sannuki” writes “She‟s sadly 

repulsed by herself and her own body and by being a woman. She‟s REALLY 

homophobic and tries to cover it...and yeah, comedians go for the „*** joke‟ cause it‟s 

easy...but she does it constantly...but it‟s so apparent she has a problem especially with 

lesbians” (E! Online).  These comments, while serving as instances of oppositional 

readings, indicate that Handler‟s brand of humor is sometimes lost on audience members, 

who don‟t necessarily see Handler as being ironic or using disidentification, but rather 

take the comments literally and find them offensive. Therefore, we must once again 

question the role of the spectator in determining how effectively transgressive her humor 

may be. 

Other audience members, like “sassylady320,” found Handler to be particularly 

offensive to Black women. She writes: “Chelsea, I am so sick of you talking badly about 

Beyonce like she is talentless and fat...You are such a hypocrit bc you say that you don‟t 

like to call women fat but you are constantly speaking that way about black women. I 
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understand you are a comedian but like I said before there needs to be some balance” (E! 

Online). This comment appears to be a bit more negotiated, as “sassylady320” notes that 

Handler says she wants to support women by not calling them fat, but often falls short of 

this intention with her humor. Handler does indeed make many jokes about Black women 

and Black men, often making fun of both race and body shape and size at the same time. 

While on some days Handler says that she loves fat people and anything “round” or 

“corpulent” (which is patronizing and objectifying in itself), other days she participates in 

the disparagement of fat bodies, and often in a racialized context. These contradictions 

again put Handler in alliance with postfeminism, which prides itself on its contradictions 

as an expression of personal choice and agency as it evokes “the parodic play associated 

with postmodern aesthetics” (Tasker and Negra, 6).  It perhaps also indicates her position 

as post civil rights or postracial.  

In her article “‟Tyra Banks Is Fat:‟ Reading (Post-) Racism and (Post-) Feminism 

in the New Millennium,” Ralina Joseph writes: 

Despite the racialized and gendered nature of all aspects of American life, 

including media coverage, twenty-first century U.S. culture is replete with the 

idea that we are beyond, past, or „post-„ notions of race-, gender-, and sexuality-

based discrimination. This thought stems partially from post-race and post-gender 

legislation...and partially from the wider variety of racialized and gendered 

representations in the media today. (238) 

The political achievements of the women‟s movement have unfortunately given rise to 

the idea of postfeminism, which suggests disparaging jokes about women are more 

appropriate now that we have supposedly eradicated sexism and achieved full equality 

with men. Similarly, the idea of postracism, in which it is believed that the civil rights 

movement has done its job to rid society of racism, would be an ideology that would 
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make race jokes, which are often deployed by Handler and her racially and ethnically 

diverse panelists, now acceptable. Handler‟s remarks about Asians, Mexicans, Blacks and 

numerous other groups span from adoring, to patronizing, to outright stereotypical and 

critical.  

Handler‟s comments about women of color who employ “unruly woman” tropes 

are often uncomplimentary and do not take the power of these women and their images 

into account. Commenting on an artistic exhibit by Japanese celebrity Yoko Ono in 

which she loudly improvised orgasmic sounds, Handler remarked “I would like to make a 

statement, and that is that if I want to see a screaming Asian woman, I will go get a 

pedicure” (E! 2011). Here, Handler references the stereotype of Asian women in service 

to white women in the beauty industry, denying and undercutting Ono‟s efforts as 

“unruly woman” to make an artistic statement. The classist and racist joke is made at the 

expense of Asian women, who according to the stereotype the joke reinforces are suited 

for certain kinds of jobs, keeping them symbolically in a certain class and racial category. 

Referencing the ending of Black model and talk show host Tyra Banks‟ daytime show, 

Handler said “Hold Black
6
 your tears…there‟s a silver lining around that huge 

badonkadonk,” drawing  attention, as she often does, to Banks‟ body, which has often 

been at the center of negative media and tabloid scrutiny (E! 2010). Considering Black 

women have fared much better in daytime television talk shows than in late night (Wanda 

Sykes‟ late night program was quickly cancelled, and Mo‟Nique‟s appears on cable, 

garnering less viewers ), Handler in some ways contributes to the controlling images that 

                                                             
6 Handler intentionally used the word “Black” instead of “back” in order to highlight the significance of 

race in the joke she was making about Banks. This also serves as an example of her use of postracial 

humor. 
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serve to keep Black women out of the traditionally male and white late night genre. Janell 

Hobson writes “…the process of re-presentation can only come about once the gateways 

that lead to representational power, including access to media production and cultural 

managerial positions, are opened to underrepresented groups” (18). If Handler aims to 

present herself as an empowering figure for women in comedy and elsewhere, she may 

want to check her white privilege and not undercut the efforts of Black women to be as 

unruly and successful as she has been. Otherwise, she appears to unquestioningly assert 

her privilege and profit from it. 

Handler often notes that she knows she may be making people uncomfortable 

with her jokes about race, but does not let that stop her. After joking that Black people 

can‟t swim (a frequently mentioned stereotype by Handler and others), she says “People 

will call that racism, but it‟s not. It‟s a stereotype because it‟s true. They‟re not strong 

swimmers and they‟re late. In fact, if you‟re gonna fight a black guy, you should do it by 

a pool” (E! 2011). In her article “Why Chelsea Handler‟s Black Penis Jokes Aren‟t 

Funny,” Courtney Young notes the frequent discussion of race in Handler‟s work, 

particularly her love of Black rappers. She writes that while discussions of race, sex and 

gender have always been a part of the comedic tradition, the discussion sometimes works 

to reaffirm racism rather than work against it. She says: 

[…] racism and sexism can easily replace critical commentary or observation. 

Laziness kicks in. The stereotypes are so readily available that when Handler 

makes black penis jokes the audience can mentally reach into a grab bag of 

stereotypes. These myths aren‟t new and her constant recapitulation of these 

stereotypes only reinforce rather than subvert, challenge, or alert her audience to 

think more broadly on the issue. (Young) 

 In many ways, Handler appears to use her relationships with Black rappers and the fact 
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that she has comedians of a variety of races on her show often making race jokes along 

with her to legitimate her making them as well. She also seems to employ a postmodern 

stance in order give herself permission to say whatever she wants, even when what she is 

saying repeats some of the most established racist/sexist stereotypes. 

According to Lorber, “Postmodernism undermines foundational categories by 

insisting that bodies, identities, and statuses are contingent—time-bound, situational, and 

culturally shaped” (268). In postmodernism, nothing is essential or foundational, and 

nothing and no one preexists language (as Marcus and other postmodern thinkers have 

asserted). If there is no essential being or doer behind the deed of gender or race, and no 

meaning behind social signification, then the door is open for anyone of any race to joke 

about anything. We don‟t have to see Handler, or any other comedian‟s “whiteness” as 

relevant with the one making the joke, as all is fair game. Privilege and history are erased 

as everything becomes strictly contextual. 

One of the most striking examples of this on Handler‟s show is the presence of 

Chuy, the Mexican dwarf who sits off to the side during her show and acts as her 

sidekick. Handler often launches stereotypes about Mexicans at Chuy and makes fun of 

his broken English in addition to his small, portly size and shape. She frequently 

infantilizes him by calling him her baby or a “nugget.” The antagonism between the two 

is a daily staple of the show. However, Handler also shows Chuy lots of affection, which 

is returned, and showers him with gifts, including cars and vacations. When she 

interviewed Chuy after the release of his own book, Chuy cried and told Handler how 

much he loves her and is thankful for the opportunities she has given him. This may be 
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the case, and this is certainly cited in conversations in which audience members question 

Handler‟s treatment of Chuy as “proof” that there are really no hard feelings, that it is 

“just comedy.” 

In his book Exile & Pride: Disability, Queerness and Liberation, Eli Clare gives 

us the history of and insight into the tradition and politics of freak shows. He writes:  

The history of freakdom extends far back into western civilization. The court 

jester, the pet dwarf, the exhibition of humans in Renaissance England, the myths 

of giants, minotaurs, and monsters all point to this long history, which reached a 

pinnacle in the mid-1800s to mid-1900s. During that century, freaks were big 

entertainment and big business. (Clare 85) (emphasis mine) 

The types of “freaks” that were employed (or sold) into side shows and carnivals 

included disabled white people and disabled people of color whose disabilities became 

their act; nondisabled people of color who performed as Savages or Cannibals, and those 

who performed as Natives; and nondisabled people with visible differences such as 

fatness, thinness, women with beards, or intersex people. Clare writes that “whatever 

their differences, all four groups held one thing in common: nature did not make them 

into freaks. The freak show did, carefully constructing an exaggerated divide between 

„normal‟ and Other, sustained by the rubes willing to pay good money to stare” (87). 

Although freak shows of this nature have largely disappeared, they still exist in other 

forms, from the medical establishment—which encourages voyeurism of bodies that 

differ from what has been deemed “normative”— to pop culture forms like The Jerry 

Spring Show, which capitalizes on portraying violence between people of various racial 

and socio-economic backgrounds. Perhaps Handler, with her band of comedians who are 

racially, ethnically, sexually and bodily diverse, has created another version of the 
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modern day “freak show,” as she mocks and gawks at those she works with, and as they 

often mock and gawk at themselves along with her. 

Clare also says that many of the people who worked at the freak show controlled 

their own acts and worked with their managers to promote these acts “within this context 

of ableism and racism” (89).  While “freaks” often appeared to participate in their own 

subordination and made a profit, Clare notes that this complicated relationship was truly 

exploitative, that “working as a freak never meant working in a respectful, liberating 

environment” (92). With a lack of better options then and now, people with disabilities 

have often turned towards participating in pop culture forms that continue to exploit 

them. Having moved from working in pornography to working on Handler‟s show, Chuy 

appears to be working this unjust system to have a job, even though his subjectivity is 

necessarily obscured.  

As Collins writes, “Contemporary forms of oppression do not routinely force 

people to submit. Instead, they manufacture consent for domination so that we lose our 

ability to question and thus collude in our own subordination” (Black Feminist Thought, 

50). Hegemony is the idea that a dominant group stays in power and maintains power by 

promulgating ideas and beliefs that come to be accepted by everyone, including those of 

the subordinate groups in the social hierarchy. We come to believe that things are natural 

because hegemonic ideas reinforce that things are “just” that way.  

Handler may not be racist in the way that racism has traditionally been 

understood. Collins writes: 
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In prior periods in which biological theories were used to justify racist practices, 

racism and antiracism had a seemingly organic and oppositional relationship. One 

could either be for racism by believing that Blacks were biologically inferior and 

deserved the treatment that they received or one could be against it by rejecting 

these beliefs and pointing to racial prejudice and institutional discrimination as 

more important in explaining Black disadvantage. These distinctions no longer 

hold for many White and Black Americans. Under the new color-blind racism that 

erases the color line, racism itself seems to have disappeared. (Black Feminist 

Thought, 45) 

Within the context of the new racism, the hegemonic ideas delivered by Handler as white 

host serve to reinforce the racist ideologies that already exist. Handler has commented 

that she makes fun of everyone, including herself and her half-Jewish heritage. This self-

deprecation is cited as an excuse to participate in the disparagement of others, but does 

not erase its effects.  

On the other hand, Handler may not believe what she is stating, and may be 

disidentifying with the role of a white, racially insensitive woman in order to expose and 

destroy the power of that identity group. Though disidentifying as a woman—a 

subordinated group—is very different from disidentifying as a white, this does not mean 

this subversive method cannot be used to challenge white privilege and racist ideologies. 

In his late night show The Colbert Report (Comedy Central), comedian and host Stephen 

Colbert consistently disidentifies with the extreme Republican/Tea Party perspective in 

order to critique it. Similarly, Handler will occasionally make comments as a white host, 

which while evoking racist discourse, seems to bring it to light in order to dismantle it. 

She will follow up these remarks with comments such as “I‟m gonna pitch a show to 

BET called „White People Say the Stupidest Things‟” (E! 2010). She may not mean to 

harm or disparage any group to the point of furthering their marginalization or 

oppression; however, these jokes do in many ways serve to reinforce stereotypes which 
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further that marginalization and oppression, thereby enhancing her privilege as white, 

blonde, and perhaps more readily accepted as a late night host in a male-dominated genre 

than, say, a woman of color host like Sykes or Mo‟Nique. Then again, perhaps Handler 

cannot be as unabashedly resistant and radical as Colbert, who also holds white male 

privilege even as he mocks it. In the context of postfeminism, Handler has farther to 

climb in the late night arena as a woman. Whereas Colbert can be unapologetically 

resistant, Handler must be careful not to come off as too resistant, as she would once 

against risk being constructed as a difficult feminist in this postfeminist media context. 

A major challenge to the use of comedy, particularly disidentification, in taking 

back power from controlling images and stereotypes would be that these portrayals work 

to reinforce stereotypes, which in turn serve to justify oppression in the eyes and actions 

of spectators who already hold racist (and sexist) beliefs. Therefore, the strategy may not 

be as effective when used by white comedians, or else may need to be more carefully 

considered. Comedian Margaret Cho defends her use of disidentification, particularly in 

her impersonations of her mother‟s thick Korean accent, but questions racial jokes 

deployed by white comedians. She says  

I‟m basically talking about my life…They‟re family. There‟s a richness in the 

accent, the speech patterns, the personality. In contrast, when Dana Carvey played 

an Asian shopkeeper on Saturday Night Live—or when Jerry Lewis pratfalls as an 

Asian monkey-boy— they‟re speaking and acting from a void, without a 

knowledge of or concern for the culture and the people. (Chen 18) 

Cho—and other queer, women of color comedians such as Marga Gomez and Wanda 

Sykes—use comedy about race in a very deliberate, carefully constructed way. They 

know the dangers in deploying controlling images that have been so often used against 
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them, and therefore are prepared to use them only in ways that will not reinforce them, 

but will rather deconstruct them so that they are no longer usable by the dominant, 

hegemonic forces that created them.  

Cho turns to disidentification when discussing her sexuality, especially when 

responding to homophobic slurs that have been used against her. She says “Why do they 

think fat dyke is an insult? To me, it means I‟mma eat fried chicken and pussy. That‟s 

why I brought wet naps” (Assassin, 2005). Rather than rejecting the slur/stereotype that is 

launched against her, Cho challenges it by taking it on as her own, disidentifying with it 

in order to steal it from the hegemonic, dominant abusers and inject it with her own 

power. In this way, Cho is using disidentification as a survival strategy against 

homophobia while generating a theory around pride and acceptance. 

Sykes turns to disidentification when discussing racial stereotypes of women. 

When touching on the choice of Condoleezza Rice for National Security Advisor, Sykes 

says “I knew that was a problem right there. Come on now, you know a black woman 

can‟t keep no secrets. She‟s probably at the beauty parlor just tellin‟ all our business. 

„Look I can‟t be in here all day, we bombin‟ Iraq at 2‟” (Tongue Untied, 2003). While she 

appears to identify with and confirm the stereotype of the loud-mouthed Black woman at 

the beauty parlor, Sykes is actually disidentifying with this image, using it to once again 

show how flimsy and untrue it is when deployed by someone of the racial and gender 

identity group that it targets. 

Perhaps Handler‟s semi-parodic Playboy images, jokes about different forms of 

violence, about race, size and other often taboo topics could be attempting to dismantle 
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the dominant structure from within in an attempt to use that structure to its advantage. 

Through her jokes about rape and sexual harassment, Handler may be attempting, with 

more or less obvious irony, to highlight how ridiculous it is that these forms of violence 

continue to occur. She may be challenging women‟s depiction as perpetual victims, using 

language, as Marcus suggests, to de-stigmatize rape as a fate worse than death and free 

women of immobilizing fear. Handler may be using her role as female comedian to at 

times play the part of a sexist, misogynist, racist, acting in such a manner to show how 

inappropriate she finds this behavior. She may be disidentifying with the sexist 

perspective to show how misguided it is rather than identifying with it.  

Again, disidentification may help lay the groundwork for others to actually 

dismantle the system. It may be part of the strategy for continuing to subvert and 

overcome patriarchal, racist, classist, homophobic traditions. However, it alone cannot 

operate to take these systems apart and break them down. Radical feminism and other 

feminisms are necessary to the continuing struggles women face. Postfeminism and 

postracism work to keep these systems in place, and women who are read as feminist but 

actually present postfeminist ideas may hinder the chances of actually overthrowing 

patriarchal beliefs and oppressions. In order to work toward using humor as an effective 

strategy for deliberating feminist ideology, more critical work must be done both in the 

analysis and production of comedic work. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Postfeminism, like postracism and postmodernism, has led comedy to a place 

where identities can be so fluid and broken down that anything can be said by anyone as 

“play” or “joke,” not to be taken seriously. This makes it harder and harder to determine 

where the line is and when it is crossed, and sometimes it no longer even seems to exist. 

Forgetting the material reality of the wounds and continued oppressions caused by 

racism, or the psychological, physical and emotional damage caused by rape, can lead to 

stagnation of political action and movements that continue to fight against these forms of 

injustice. Handler‟s whiteness does not seem to hinder her, or other white comedians, 

from making jokes about race, and her femaleness seems to allow her to say whatever she 

wants about violence against women, however negative, without incurring widespread 

backlash.  

Therefore, we may need to question how much disidentification has really helped 

people of color and other minorities in taking back power from those who have used it 

against them. Has it simply made it seem that since women, people of color, or any other 

group of people can make fun of themselves and acknowledge the stereotypes about 

themselves in comedy, it makes it okay for everyone in the dominant culture to be able to 

do so as well? The way that I employ the concept of disidentification here—as a tool 

which may be used by individuals who occupy both dominant and subordinated social 
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groups—is very different than Munoz and other theorists have applied it. Therefore, 

future work on Handler and comedy in general may look to challenge my use of the 

concept, or else further the work I have done to test and stretch its applications. 

The contradictions embraced by postfeminism seem to be the same as the ones 

exhibited by Handler in her work, a champion for equality and human rights on one hand, 

and a perpetuator of stereotypes and sexist/racist humor on the other. Handler and those 

like her appear not to need to clarify their positions or ameliorate those contradictions 

because in a postmodern world, there is no “real” or right way to be a feminist or to be a 

woman, and oppression is relative. However, just as drag show performances break down 

the binary of gender and often serve as a “baby step” for heterosexual audiences to grasp 

the concepts of gender identity and fluidity, perhaps Handler‟s work can serve as a baby 

step for passing on feminism to young women and men who may not otherwise get those 

discourses. Considering that the vast representations of women and LGBT people 

continue to be disempowering, Handler appears radical and progressive by contrast. 

However, we must still consider the role of the spectator and that they may not see the 

irony behind disidentifying with a stereotype.  

Once again, this breaking down and challenging of silences may help to subvert 

the patriarchal system from within while others work to dismantle it from without. All 

parts are needed to achieve the end result. As Tasker and Negra note: 
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[W]e are not engaged in interrogating or understanding postfeminist culture 

simply as a forerunner to rejecting it. The images and icons of postfeminism are 

compelling; the women and girls who (literally) buy into this visual and 

narrational repertoire are not simply dupes. As an idiom, postfeminism 

popularizes (as much as it caricatures) a feminism it simultaneously evokes and 

rejects. (21) 

My goal is not to decisively cast Handler into a category of either progressive or 

regressive texts, as that is not useful and does not acknowledge the complexities of her 

work. Rather, my goal is to recognize how Handler functions as a postfeminist text and 

perhaps suggest ways that her image and persona could more sufficiently work to 

disseminate feminist discourses or empowering messages to her audiences. 

 Future work may wish to further explore the treatment of race, disability and 

body image in this postmodern, postfeminist and postracist context. Future work should 

also be done to more critically analyze the treatment of gender identity as it relates to 

Handler‟s discussion of transgender issues and individuals, and to assess which segments 

of the LGBTQ population most readily identify with her amidst her surface, monolithic 

support.  Others may want to tackle the overall issue of postmodern comedy, which 

continues to struggle to find the balance between capitalizing on the humor in political 

incorrectness and taking seriously the material reality (including the violence) of 

everyday life. 

In Understanding Popular Culture, John Fiske discusses the political potential of 

popular culture, noting that while it cannot be revolutionary on the macro level, it can be 

progressive and affect social change on the micro level. He writes: 
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Popular culture is progressive, not revolutionary. Radical art forms that oppose or 

ignore the structures of domination can never be popular because they cannot 

offer points of pertinence to the everyday life of the people, for everyday life is a 

series of tactical maneuvers against the strategy of the colonizing forces. It cannot 

produce the conditions of its existence, but must make do with those it has, often 

turning them against the system that produces them. (127) 

Therefore because of its popularity, Handler‟s work cannot be revolutionary, and the 

limits of its political effectiveness must be noted. Handler‟s work, according to Fiske‟s 

understanding of popular culture, could never be radical. If she were to be a radical 

feminist and her work were to take on that kind of tone and discourse, it would cease to 

be popular. Pop culture, therefore, is limited by its nature as to the effect it can have on 

empowering women to feminist political action. 

Fiske goes on to say that:   

Sometimes the political potential of popular culture may never be 

activated, even within the realm of micro-politics; at other times it may be, 

but when it is not we should not allow this to deny the existence of the 

potential. We must admit, too, that on some occasions the politics of 

popular cultural practices are contradictory, as when radical or class 

progressiveness is accompanied by gender conservatism. (131) 

I have aimed, as Fiske suggests, to note the political potential of Handler‟s work and to 

show how audiences say they are interpreting and making sense of this work, sometimes 

to political effects, within their everyday lives. Nevertheless, I have also aimed to admit 

its contradictions and limitations.  But beyond limitations, I do believe that Handler‟s 

work, in its postfeminist treatment of issues that continue to be of particular concern to 

women and other marginalized groups, undermines the positive effects it has. Fiske says 

that:  
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We are wrong to expect popular culture to be radical (and thus to criticize it for 

not being so). Radical political movements neither originate nor operate at the 

level of representation or of symbolic systems. This does not mean, however, that 

when historical conditions produce a radical crisis the media and popular culture 

cannot play an active role in the radical change that may occur: what it means is 

that symbolic or cultural systems alone cannot produce those historical 

conditions. (148) 

I do not expect Handler‟s work or persona to be radical, yet I do believe in examining its 

political potential and the role it may play in radical change. Handler has expressed a 

desire to perhaps reinvent and revamp her show when her contract with E! expires in 

2012. She says “I can‟t keep doing this show forever; it‟s too stupid,” and “It makes your 

brain melt” (Yabroff). She has even expressed interest in doing a more serious show 

about politics. If this were to be the case, Handler‟s potential to have a political effect 

would certainly increase, as she would more directly be commenting on and interacting 

with political discourse. Therefore, analysis of the messages and politics she delivers 

remains intriguing. 

In discussing the inspiration for his work, Munoz credits comedian Marga Gomez 

for her contributions, highlighting in practical terms how queer women of color 

comedians are indeed intellectuals who contribute to feminist theory. He says:  

The theoretical conceptualizations and figurations that flesh out this book are 

indebted to the theoretical/practical work of Gomez‟s performance. For me there 

would be no theory, no Disidentifications, without the cultural work of people 

such as Gomez. Such performances constitute the political and conceptual center 

of this study (Munoz 5).  

He clearly states how vital Gomez‟s work is to his own, calling them both theory. He 

later states that “The cultural workers whom I focus on can be seen as making theoretical 

points and contributions to the issues explored in ways that are just as relevant and useful 
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as the phalanx of institutionally sanctioned theorists that I promiscuously invoke 

throughout these pages” (Munoz 32). In “The Politics of Black Feminist Thought,” 

Collins argues that the concept of “intellectuals” must be expanded to include women 

outside the classroom who are also producing feminist discourse. I argue that female 

comedians should be considered intellectuals. They are (sometimes consciously and 

sometimes unconsciously) contributing to feminist theory through their stand-up routines, 

books and other public appearances, and should therefore be recognized as valuable 

knowledge producers. Through disidentification, comedy becomes both a survival 

strategy and a tool of resistance not only for queer people and people of color, but also 

for all women, who can learn to “disidentify” with negative stereotypes in order to 

expose, destroy or reclaim them. Ultimately, female comedians are integral to the project 

of passing feminist theory and political action to the next generation of women. Because 

of her position as the first truly successful female late night talk show host and arguably 

the current most popular and successful woman in comedy, the messages that she sends 

to women are particularly important to analyze. 

Handler told Couric that there are three things that are usually off limits to make 

fun of in her work: ugly children, people who are dying and people who have died 

(CBSNews.com). I, however, do not believe that we should be throwing victims of 

violence against women, including rape, sexual harassment, and other forms, into the pile 

of things that are now approved to joke about. In fact, I argue that we should perhaps 

consider expanding our understanding of sexual harassment to include an entire genre of 

media as the “workplace” in which sexual harassment and gender discrimination are used 
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to intimidate women and attempt to keep them in their traditional place beneath men, 

including beneath them in the ratings.  

 Chelsea Handler is an abundantly talented and intelligent woman, and her 

audience and impact are growing daily. This is why her treatment of sexual harassment 

and violence against women, as well as jokes about race and disability that feed racist and 

ableist ideologies, are so disappointing. For all of the feminist ideology she espouses, her 

refusal to call herself a feminist or at least present feminism as undeniably valid, along 

with her postfeminist treatment of sexual violence, hurt the women she claims to be 

supporting, these same women who, according to audience analysis, also look to her for 

empowerment. It makes it seem as though feminism has done its job, and that anyone 

who complains of harassment now is just prudish, or deficient in navigating the sexist 

world. Rather than giving up hope on ridding the world of sexism, women should be 

using their advancement to come down harder on men who continue to rape, sexually 

harass and objectify them. If Handler allows audiences to access the mythic imagination, 

should we not be imagining a world in which rape, sexual harassment, racism and 

ableism do not exist, or at least in which they are universally challenged on the road to 

systematically eradicating them? 

If feminists, or women who are being read as feminist, are okay with sexual 

harassment, then it sends the message that harassment is okay. This harassment comes in 

many forms, from individual incidents of sexual assault and harassment to the creation of 

a sexually hostile work environment through the continual use of jokes and sarcastic put 

downs that are passed off as humor but really serve to keep women in their place. If we 
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can consider the male dominated genre of late night television a “workplace,” I argue that 

Handler herself has also experienced such harassment. I believe her interview with Leno 

demonstrates a power play move in which Leno sexually harassed Handler in order to 

assert his dominance in the field. Considering that he was her former boss, and in light of 

the fact that she had reportedly been approached for a network late night spot amidst the 

Leno-Conan shake-up, Handler poses a potential threat to the male-dominated field. 

Whether she sticks to cable or ventures into a network time slot when her current contract 

is up in 2012, it is clear that she is integral to the future of late night TV.  

I propose that as her career moves forward, Handler should stick with humor that 

does not disparage or harm those who support her and whom she claims to support. 

Hopefully she will use her power—mythic, symbolic, and very real— and her potential 

for subversion as an “unruly woman” to break down the glass ceiling of patriarchy not 

only for herself, but for all women, as well as for gay men and other marginalized groups 

who find recognition in her work. I suggest that Handler add victims of sexual 

harassment and sexual violence to the list of things she refuses to make fun of in her 

work. I‟m sure that even without these things, a woman of her talent will never be at a 

loss for material. As Munoz writes “Disidentificatory performances and readings require 

an active kernel of utopian possibility. Although utopianism has become the bad object of 

much contemporary political thinking, we nonetheless need to hold on to and even risk 

utopianism if we are to engage in the labor of making a queerworld” (25).  Through 

Handler‟s unruly, mythic persona, we may begin to do the work of imagining a world 
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where violence against women does not exist, a world free of sexism and, of course, full 

of laughter.
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